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JMU might buy
local theater
By Tracy Wimmer
staff writer

Following 73 years of dancing girls, slapstick
comedians and most recently motion pictures, the
Virginia Theatre closed its doors Jan. 19 with a
showing of "Out of Africa."
The old stage might once again spring to life if
it's worth saving.
"If we purchase it at all, it will be to restore it to
its original structure," President Ronald ..Carrier
said. "It would be used as a center for the performing arts for the Valley."
Carrier said engineers hired by JMU have been
studying the building located at 64 S. Main St.
downtown for several weeks to determine if it can
be restored.
Built in 1913 by Owen B. Brock, the Virginia
Theatre and the surrounding businesses were part
of a complex catering to traveling businessmen. A
hotel, a bowling alley, a pool room, restaurant and
theater combined to form one of Harrisonburg's
hottest night spots ever, said Thomas O. Brock Jr,
Brock's grandson and owner of the theater.
"There was a booking agent in New York who
booked plays, reviews and a lot of traveling theater
groups," the younger Brock said. "It has a great
stucture — an orchestra pit, box seats and even
dressing rooms for,performers below the stage."
He said motion pictures began replacing stage
performances in popularity around 1930. With a
screen added to the stage and the balcony and orchestra pit sealed off, the old theater that once
seated about 1,000 people, was converted into a
movie house which seated about 560.
See THEATRE page 2

GPA might show
all grades earned
By Maria Osborn
assistant news editor

The Faculty Senate Thursday tabled proposals
to calculate GPAs differently, change the course
withdrawal date, and increase requirements for a
bachelor of science degree.
The academic policies committee proposed a bill
to calculate GPAs using all hours attempted by
students.
Currently, only the* most recent grade for a
repeated course is used to calculate a student's
cumulative average. Under the proposed bill, the
original grade(s) and the new grade for the
repeated course would be used.

Staff photo by Steve Eaton

I spy
Students might be finding more mail than usual in their boxes as Valentine's Day
fast approaches. Photographer Steve Eaton recently caught junior Lisa Rivas
checking her post office box in the Warren Campus Center.

See FACULTY page 2 ►

Risks
w

All members of society should be educated
■bout AIDS' risks, says an American College
Health Association official.

Good
cookin'

Helpful hints are offered to
students for nutritious and tasty
meals.
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The Brock family leased the theater to Warner
Brothers. The theater was managed by local resident Charles Roth, who left the Virginia Theater in
1933 to open the Strand and the State theaters with
his brother, Sam in 1934 and 1935.
Paul, son of Charles Roth and president of Roth
Enterprises of Silver Spring, Md., took over
Warner Brothers lease in 1977.
Paul Roth said several factors were considered
in the company's decision not to renew its lease.
Before closing the Virginia Theatre, Roth operated
10 theaters, four at Valley Mall, three at Roth
1-2-3, and two outdoor theaters.
"It was really hard to come up with eight good
pictures for the indoor theaters at one time," Roth
said.
Deterioration of the building over the years was
also a key factor in Roth's decision to close the
theater.
"The cracks, flaws and deterioration had reach-

ed a point that either we had to live with it or completely renovate," Roth said. " Well, it's not our
building, and it seemed like an economically impossible task."
Roth said the lighting, plumbing, and heating
and cooling systems need the most renovation.
"If JMU does purchase the theater, it will be a
tremendous undertaking to renovate," Roth said.
Also to be considered by prospective buyers are
the six other businesses which operate in the
building complex that houses the Virginia Theatre.
Brock said JMU could buy only the theater or
the entire complex.
The most recent assessment of the complex and
the land it is located on was conducted by the Office of the Commissioner of Revenue in 1982.
The property was valued at $284,000 — land at
$102,000, and building at $182,000.
"Take that value and depreciate it a great deal
because of the renovation needed," said Kale
Barb, real estate appraiser for the Office of Commissioner of Revenue.
The city is now reassessing the complex and

land. This assessment will go into effect January
1987.
Barb said there had been other inquiries into the
value of the theater aside from JMU. He said at
least four people had requested appraisals.
Brock said aside from purchase inquiries, people
have also shown interest in leasing the theater for
movie use.
"We are giving JMU every opportunity to explore buying the theater," Brock said. "We've
told other inquirers that we have another interest
looking, and we are waiting until they make a decision yes or no."
No date has been set for when JMU will announce its decision of whether it will purchase the
Virginia Theatre.
Brock said he hopes JMU will purchase the
theater because of the university's plans to
renovate.
"We're well aware that what we have is antiquated," Brock said. "But it's a family business
and the family would very much like to see it rejuvenated for the performing arts."

Faculty
► (Continued from page 1)

Dr. Norman Garrison, chairman
of the academic policies committee,
gave an example of the current
policy from the Academic Advising
handbook.
In the example, a student got a D
and an F in two courses the first
semester and had an average of 1.46
overall. Second semester, the student
repeated the courses and got Cs,
making the second semester's
average a 2.333.
"Then an interesting phenomenon
occurs," Garrison said. "The
cumulative average (for these two
semesters) is higher than either of the
semester averages alone."
If the proposed policy is adopted.
Garrison said the student would
"definitely benefit^ from repeating,
but the advantage would not be
nearly so great."
A disadvantage of the policy
might be that there would be less incentive to repeat a course in which a
student received a D or higher, he
said.
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Garrison said in his view a student
would come out better by earning a
good grade in a new course rather
than an adequate grade in the
repeated course. Not only would the
cumulative average improve, but the
student would receive credit for both
courses.
Another bill tabled at the meeting
calls for moving the deadline for
withdrawing from a course without
penalty to three weeks after the first
day of classes.
Currently, students may withdraw
from a course up until one week
after midterm grades are due, about
eight weeks after classes begin.
Speaking for the academic policies
committee, Garrison said, "We
believe the whole purpose of having
a withdrawal policy is to allow someone to exit from a course which
they have determined to be inappropriate to their curriculum or one
in which they've obviously gotten in
Over their head".
The committee decided three
weeks is sufficient time for a student
to determine if a course is inap-
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Also at the meeting, the senate
tabled for the third time a proposal
to increase requirements for a
bachelor of science degree.
The bill calls for added requirements in the areas of foreign
language and science. Upon request
from the undergraduate commission, Garrison asked the senate to
consider requiring a foreign
language for all degrees.
Garrison said the language requirement would be "competency at
the intermediate level." This could
be achieved by completing one year
of a language and one year of a
course in foreign culture, he said.
The proposal to increase B.S. re-

quirements was tabled after Garrison suggested senators look at the
"whole package now, overall."
Dr. Russell Warren, vice president
for academic affairs, said he thinks
the senate is the "deciding body" for
the language requirement.
In addressing the senate, Warren
said, "I would ask that before you
resolve this, you be sure to consider
the substantive question . . . How
important do you think foreign
language is to our graduates?"
Senators should determine how
important language is and weigh its
value against the importance of elective classes, Warren said.
In other business, the senate passed a bill to rename the departmental
grievance committees by calling
them advisory/grievance committees.
In the speaker's report, Dr.
O'Meara announced JMU is considering an agreement with the
University and College Group that
would allow faculty, staff and
students to buy AT&T personal
computers at 40 to 60 percent off
retail prices. A sample computer will
be on display in Sheldon 222 Feb.
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propriate or too difficult, he said.
"The common argument is that
they need to have a test and have
some scores back," Garrison said,
"but again, if you follow that argument, the rationale would be that
they're using it (withdrawal) to avoid
a bad grade."
Using the withdrawal policy to
avoid a low grade could be termed
"academically unsound" when a
student has already received low
scores on course work, he said.
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*• The first name of Dr. Staib, a
physics professor here, is spelled Jon
and not John as it appeared on the
front page of the Feb. 6 issue of The
Breeze.
■» Dr.Vardaman Russell Smith
associate professor of economics'
has been granted an educational
leave to pursue a study on "Two
Concepts of Economic FreedomRichard Tawney and Karl Marx "
Karl Marx was incorrectly spelled on
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Speaker discusses AIDS risks
By Scott Denoon
staff writer

All members of society need to be
educated about the risks associated
with AIDS, an American College
Health Association official said here
Friday.
"It is a grave mistake to assume
that homosexual men are the only
people who need to know about
AIDS," said Dr. Richard Keeling,
director of the University of Virginia
student health center, at a workshop
in the Warren Campus Center.
Heterosexual women need to
become aware of the risks, he said.
"Vaginal intercourse is a great risk
to the woman if the man is a carrier
of the disease. It is highly efficient
for the transmission of AIDS."
In order to reduce the risk, Keeling said he recommends that a
woman "know a lot" about the
previous sexual activity of her partner. Also, precautions by the male,

such as the use of condoms "are ef- casual contact, even if the contact is
fective in reducing the risk of quite close such as hugging.
AIDS," he said.
"There's no point in isolating peoHeterosexual men who have never ple with the disease," Keeling said.
had a homosexual experience "are "That's useless — casual contact is
very unlikely ever to get AIDS even not the problem."
if they have sex with a woman who
The only proven ways of contrachas it," Keeling said.
ting the disease are through sexual
"The two frightening facts about activity, dirty needles and blood
AIDS are the fatality rate, which is transfusions, he said.
100 percent, and the incubation
In regard to the growing concern
period," he said. "The average in- about AIDS on college campuses,
cubation period for sexually Keeling said, "People with AIDS are
transmitted AIDS is three and a half few and are likely to remain few."
years. There is a huge body of in- He estimates there are only about 20
fected people who are not aware they cases on college campuses in this
are infected."
country.
Keeling estimates there are 2.5
Keeling has served as the director
million people in the United States of the UVa health center for six
who are infected with AIDS or AIDS years and is currently the chairman
Related Complex, a lesser form of of an AIDS task force set up by the
the disease that does not cause American College Health Associadeath.
tion.
A popular misconception about
About 30 students attended the
the disease is that it is transmitted by workshop, which was sponsored by
casual contact. "There is no risk to the division of student affairs.

I

Staff photo by Ming Leong

Geoffrey Morley-Mower reads the poetry of Gerard Manley Hopkins Thursday night In Carrier Library.

English professor opens reading series
JMU's Reading Series for Poetry
and Fiction began its spring schedule
Thursday with a reading by Geoffrey
Morley-Mower, associate professor
of English.
Morley-Mower read from the
poetry of Gerard Manley Hopkins, a
poet of 19th century England.
Other scheduled readings, to be
held in room 203 of Carrier Library,
are as follows:

....-Mark Facknitz, JMU assistant
professor of English, will read excerpts from his novel "The Small
Winners" Feb. 20.
Lisa Russ Sparr, formerly of the
JMU English department and currently at North Texas State University, will read her poetry March 27. >
Kate Daniels, author of "The
White Wave" and a biography of

poet Muriel Rukeyeser, will read her
poetry April 9.
A student reading will be held
April 17.
Richard Jones, author of four
books of poetry, will read his poetry
April 24.
An additional reading, to be announced, will be held in early
March.

Fourth
Superdance
scheduled
"And we danced" is the theme
song of the fourth annual Superdance, to be held Feb. 28 to
March 1. The event raises money
for the Muscular Dystrophy
Association.
About 75 people will dance for
30 hours from Friday at 8 p.m. to
Sunday at 2 a.m. More than
1,000 spectators are expected
each night.
The pledging process has
changed from last year to help increase the profit. This year
pledgers must pay before the
dance so the amount pledged
equals the actual profit.
Cindy Field, co-chairperson of
Superdance, said she expects a
profit of $10,000, up from $7,000
last year. All proceeds will be
given directly to patient services^
at MDA.
Most of the money will come
from the pledges the dancers
solicit, but some will come from
donations from the community.
Prizes are being donated by
. stores such as Elaine's Hairstyling, Skatetown, Nautilus,
Lloyd's Steak House, Kay,
Jewelers, Henebry's and Shirt'
Shack.
Also, there are canisters beside
registers in Valley Mall for donations, and Superdance sponsors
Inierhall Council and the Student
Government Association are
helping with fundraising.
Incentives for dancers include
a trip to New York City, provided by the Regency Motor Inn, for
the dancer who raises the most
money.
A scavenger hunt also is part of
the pledging. Sponsors will earn
points for collecting money from
pledges with certain physical or
social characteristics. The dancer
with the most points wins four
lift tickets to ski at Massanutten.
Bands playing at Superdance
include TRI on Friday night and
the Good Guys and Third Wave
on Saturday night.
Special attractions are planned
for the 15-minute breaks every
two hours, including an appearance by the Duke Dog, a
singing group The Passions and a
karate exhibition.
Dancers will receive free food
and drinks from U-Hall, and beer
will be sold for spectators.
T-shirts will be given to dancers
and sold for $5 to spectators.
Students who wish to dance
must register at Harrison
breezeway Feb. 17 to Feb. 21
from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m..
Tickets will be sold at $2.50 at
the door for spectators.
— Amy Porter
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SPRING BREAK!
Special Charter bus
to Ft. Lauderdale, Florida

MCON
Go

Spring Break & Ft. Lauderdale go together! CALL 434-0004
For only $125.00 you can ride Trailway's special bus to Ft.
Lauderdale, Fla.
Leave Godwin Hall, March 7th at 4:00pm, arrive in Ft.
Lauderdale at 1:00pm-- deluding meal stops & breaks.
What better way to go to Ft. Lauderdale than with your friends &
Trail ways'!
'We must have 40 people to sign up for this special bus by Feb. 24th in
order to make this special trfp. Do not delay making your reservations!

HVSliC mm^
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lltHM
Miller Lite Reg. Beer
612 oz. bottles
$2.39
Pepsi 2 liter bottle
99$
A&P Ice Cream
Vi gallon round carton
$1.99
White House Apple Juice
48 oz. bottle
89$
_Jeno's Pizza-10 oz.
99$
Iceburg Lettuce
49$/head
Ground Beef
3 lb. package or more
89$ lb.
Campbell's Chicken
Noodle Soup
3 for $1.00
Campbell's Pork N' Beans
3 for $1.00
Deli Sliced Cooked Ham
$1.99 lb.

>

Effective thru Sat. Feb. 15th
85 Carlton St. Harrisonburg

■■
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Speaker: Obligations to dying patients unclear
By Martin Romjue
staff writer

Staff photo by Patrick Dennis

The issue of euthanasia raises more questions than answers, Dr.
Anthony Preus said Wednesday in Miller Hall.

Euthanasia involves several ambiguous moral issues, a visiting
scholar said Wednesday in Miller
Hall.
Dr. Anthony Preus, a philosophy
professor and associate professor of
preventive medicine at Upstate
Medical Center Suny Binghamton in
New York, delivered a lecture titled
"What Are Our Moral Obligations
to Dying Patients?"
Preus is also chairman of the
ethics committee at Lourdes
Hospital in Binghamton.
Preus posed the following
hypothetical scenario that his ethics
committee often faces: A 47-yearold man, Mr. Charles, remains permanently unconscious after cancer
surgery. He has written in his will
that if he is permanently incapacitated, he wants to be taken off
life support systems. His family
wants to honor the will, but the doctors don't want to be morally
responsible for his death.
"Certainly when we are considering what should be done in the case
of a patient, we should consider
what they want for themselves,"
Preus said. But he added, "I think
there are several difficulties with

simply basing all decisions on patient
autonomy."
Preus discussed the physician's
decision to obey the legal will or
preserve the patient's life as long as
possible.
"What is regarded as in the best
interest of the patient by physicians
is keeping the patient alive and
restoring health. But in Mr. Charles'
case it is not clear whether maintaining life is in his best interest."
Someone arguing in favor of prolife could say that life should be
preserved at all costs, Preus said.
"Such logic would make selfsacrifice and dying for a cause
morally wrong."
On the other hand, he said, if one
always argues for the best interest of
the patient it could lead to active
euthanasia. Keeping such patients
alive could involve tremendous legal
and medical costs, he added.
Preus said physicians also are
responsible to professional and institutional codes emphasizing that
"if you can't help a person be better
off, at least don't make them worse
off."
Preus drew no specific conclusions
but asked the audience members
what they would do. An overwhelming majority responded that Mr.
Charles' life should be terminated.

*

Time is running out
The following paid positions for the March 1986 to March
1987 staff of The Breeze are being filled. Deadline for
applications is Friday Feb. 14 at 5 p.m. Applications are
available at The Breeze office in the basement of AnthonySeeger Hall.

► News Editor
► Assistant News Editor
► Features Editor
► Assistant Features Editor
► Sports Editor

► Assistant Sports Editor
•> Editorial Editor
► Assistant Editorial Editor
► Columnists
► Graphics Design and Layout Editor
► Wire Editor
► Photo Editor
► Photographers
► Copy Camera operator
► Production Manager
► Paste-up personnel
► Librarian
► Typists

j
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DOMINO'S
PIZZA
DELIVERS'
FREE.

31 Miller Circle
Phone: 433:2300
22 Terri Dr.
Phone:433-3111

Our drivers carry less
than $20.00
Limited delivery area.
C <96S Dommo'l Puta. Inc

$10ff! i$OOff!
S1.00 off any small
$1.00
1-item or more pizza, j
One coupon per pizza. I
Not good with any
other offer.
Expires: 2/28/86

^Lj^m $2.00 off any large
lai
1-item or more pizza.
One coupon per pizza.
Not good with any
other offer.
Expires: 2/28/86
Name

Name

Address

ddress

RESUMES that get results!
OUR PROFESSIONAL RESUMES DO GET RESULTS!

We Keep You

■

Revvin'

1435 S. Main St. Harrisonburg, Va.
OPEN 24 HOURS FOR YOUR
CONVENIENCE
JMU checks welcomed
BUSCH BEER or
NATURAL
LIGHT

COCA COLA
PRODUCTS

$1.78

$1.89

6pk '
12oz cans

6pk • 1602 NRB

WE HAVE:
♦ FREE brochure with tips on how to write resumes.
♦Typesetting only $15.00 per page for one-week service.
(Additional charge for faster service.)
•/Yinfed quality copies of your resume in any quantity on high
quality paper. Prices vary with quantity.
♦Extra sheets and envelopes to match.
ALSO STOP BY POM:
• ANNOUNCEMENTS! We have a wide variety of graduation and
wedding announcements, stationery, and accessories. Drop by to
browse through our catalogs.

•COPIES 5«
*>- , M>-

AC*"*r5*f.
PRINTING

I
1

WE HAVE SELF-SERVICE COPIERS FOR YOUR
OmOt COPY NEEDS - S< per copy with LO.
KWIK-KOTY PRINTING

3S kenmore Street

433-2828

Harriaonburg, VA Z2M1
fStreet behind Ooverieaf McDonald"s in King Photo Building)

Must have proper I.O. to purchase
beer.

FRESH HOT
NACHOS
HOT
CHOCOLATE
16oz.

KELLE MEADE
LCUNGE
Rt. 11 South

4342367

Did you miss our open stage Sunday?
We're having another one this Sunday
4 P.M.-8 P.M.

59*

EMBASSY
PEANUT
BUTTER
ICE CREAM
SANDWICH

DR. PEPPER

$1.39
Plus deposit

8pk 16oz
Ret.
Bottles

25C EACH

Don't miss It!

©'

VALUAKK

EL-QE POTATO
CHIPS

COUPON;

FREE
Happy
Valentine VK»» /
from
\^r
7-Etovtn 11131
umit i/
Gary Cron
coupon
(Franchlaaa)
Expire* Fab. 28.

®

1986
VAIUAIHI

COUPON

€>

*0\
Regular, ripple, BBQ
Sour cream & onion
7oz bag

Prices and offers only good at following location
1435 South Main St., Harrisonburg, VA
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RMH, commuter students sponsor blood drive
By Debbie Farrls
staff writer

Rockingham Memorial Hospital
and the Commuter Student Committee will hold a blood drive Monday
through Friday at the RMH blood
bank.
The blood drive is a special effort
to replenish the blood bank, said
Lewis Saylor, assistant vice president
of institutional development at the
hospital. RMH normally keeps 200
to 300 units (pints) of blood, but it
now has only 150 units.
The blood level is low because few
people give blood during the busy

FAN

Christmas season and January is a
heavy period for blood use, said
Beverly Baker, blood bank supervisor. Also, the blood bank recently
had a record for blood use.
RMH is "certainly not
panicking," Saylor said. "What
we're seeing is an increase in demand. We don't want a deficit. We
have to . . . really encourage people
to come."
Blood donors are volunteers, he
said. "It takes a very special person
to give blood, and we're looking for
those very special people."
There are some qualifications in
order to be a blood donor. Donors

must be between the ages of 18 and
65 unless they have permission from
a parent or doctor. They also must
weigh at least 110 pounds.
A potential donor is disqualified if
he or she has ever had hepatitis,
epilepsy, coronary heart disease with
permanent damage, history of drug
addiction, or certain types of cancer.
Temporary disqualifications include cold or flu, recent childbirth,
major or minor surgery, blood
transfusion, tattoos or ear piercing.
The process of donating blood
takes about 30 to 45 minutes, Baker
said. A person may give blood every
eight weeks with a maximum of five

Alumni group
raises $68,000

APPRECIATION
NIGHT

The Student Alumni Association
raised about $68,000 in its first annual student phone-a-thon at the
Convocation Center Jan. 19 to Feb.
6.
SMIdent volunteers phoned
parents and alumni for private contributions to be used for the JMU
Annual Fund and the Duke Club,
which support academic and athletic
programs.
While the money raised fell short
of the group's goal of $70,000, Gary
Smallwood, director of the JMU
Annual Fund, said he was pleased.
"Our real goal was to increase the
number of new supporters," he said.
The phone-a-thon raised $58,000 in
new support.
The need for the phone-a-thon
arose when state financial support
decreased, Smallwood said.
"We need to improve private support. Major corporations and foundations will also support our program if alumni participation is
high."
Each night of the phone-a-thon,
two organizations provided 10
volunteers.
Junior Sarah Thornton, chairwoman of the phone-a-thon, said,
"It took a lot of time and was often
hectic but the turnout was good.
The Student Alumni Association
provided vans that picked up
volunteers for a free dinner. They
were then trained for 35 minutes and
worked for more than two hours. At
the end of the evening, volunteers
were allowed to make a free five- to
10-minute phone call to anywhere in
the United States.
Laura VanSlyke, member of Delta
Gamma, won a weekend in
Williamsburg for raising $1,115 in
new support.
Prizes also were awarded to the
organizations that raised the most
money in new support. Delta Gamma won the first prize of $200 for
raising $3,730. Way land Hall won
the second prize of $100 for raising
$3,722, and the junior varsity
cheereleaders won the third prize of
$50 for raising $3,331.
— Diane Benevides

Come cheer on the Nationally-ranked
Lady Dukes
When they play V.C.U.!!!

Wednesday, Feb. 12, 7:30
at the Convocation Center
Organizations, Dorms, Clubs, and individuals,
come support the Dukes and qualify to win a
Spirit Award and Door Prizes!!

Spirit Awards: 1st place $200
2nd place $100
Door Prizes:

2 $100 gift certificates Turner Travel
Several dinners for two at local restaurants
JMU T-shirts and sweaters
Season tickets for next year women's basketball season
Autographed basketballs

■■

times a year.
Saylor said he is pleased with the
help from the Commuter Student
Committee and is hoping for a large
turnout of JMU students.
The committee will give away five
pairs of Roth Theater tickets to
selected students who participate in
the blood drive.
Students who want to give blood
can sign up in the commuter office
or call the office at x6259. Blood
may be given at the following times:
Monday, Wednesday, Friday —
8:30 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Tuesday — noon to 8 p.m.
Thursday — noon to 4:30 p.m.

■■
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The

Panhellenic Council
congratulates
the following Greek women on
making Dean's List
Fall Semester

Alpha Gamma Delta
Laurie Cowan
Melissa Denis
Janet Giles
Barbara Miner
Lisa Ritchie
Patricia Runyan
Katherine Tyler
Karen Ahlquist
Nancy Blessing
Jacki Hampton
Leslie Metker
Jenny Glass

X

Alpha Sigma Alpha
Laurie Ascenzi
Tina Behnke
Christy Bruns
Alisa Cash
Janie'Craige
Mary Kelly Doyle
Holly Drewer
Karen Dunnigan
Natalie Gaines
Lynn Hobson
Julie Hylton
Teri Jenkins
Linda Keepers
Patty King
Lacey Kirstein
Janet Kregenow
Ann LaFuze
Susan Manos
Kim Moss
Judy Pender
Karen Polis
Sam Ray
Kat Tyler
Barb Waters
Mindy Whitesel
Sande Wiles
Stacy Falbaum
Lisa Kellette
Sharon Lehman
Chris McNerny
Shari Rutledge
Dawn Slusher
Kelly Wilson
Alpha Sigma Tau
Cynthia Asher
Deborah Bachkosky
Julia Bazzarre ■
Andrea Cope
Catherine Crowder
Beth Demotses

MaryAnn Farren
Jill Fudali
Caron Greet
Kristine Harper
Lori Hays
Carla Headley
Laura Henss
Linda Miller
Susan Miller
Christine Mitchell
Laura Muller
Lisa Palmer
Melissa Revere
Donna Rosen
Amy Schuette
Mary Slowinski
Katy Thomas
Martha Tindal
Leslie Wood
Laurie Duncan
Lisa Keefe
Carolyn Moore
Michelle Dorr
/

Delta Gamma
Diane Baer
Amy Beatty
Patty Bilbray
Patti Byrnes
Lisa Cacciapaglia
Elizabeth Collins
Melissa di I Ion
Jackie Donaldson
Kathleen Fields
Marguerite Fields
Adrienne Harrison
Elaine Hudson
Laura LaRose
Karen Lensler
Pamela Logeman
Melanie MacDuff
Marni Matyac
Trina Miller
Sally O'Connor
Connie Newlin
Patti Purcell
Carol Shall
Karen Simmons
Kris Smith
Michele Stephenitch
Patricia Stinger
Elizabeth Tandy
Laurie Wu
Debbie Lynn
Julie Harding

Sigma Kappa
Amy Akers
Carolyn Conte
Karen Creedon
Eborah DePollo
Jennifer Ensign
Monica Ewing
Margaret Fitzpatrick
Frances Fortna
Nancy Holler
Annette Law
Carol Layton
Dede Leppink
Julie Loechler
Mary Murphy
Michelle Phillip
Pam Rolfes
Leslie Shater
Elizabeth Smith
Tracy Stallone
Nicola Thompson
Cory Trifiro
Amy Turner
Wanda Waggy
Cynthia Wirt
Elizabeth Yates
Katf; Allison
Elizabeth Coffey
Kimberly Fitzhugh
Tracy Haala
Jole Hersy
Michelle Hull
Andrea Kisler
Michelle Martin
Sara Perry
Carolina Velasco
Phi Mu
Linda Author
Stephanie Bradley
Kathy Daniels
Penny Foster
Elizabeth Godey
Daryl Harrison
Rene Kuyhendall
Julie Ryder
Carla Shepard
Kathy Sydkowski
Stephanie West
Jean Yawasheski
Sigma Sigma Sigma
Lisa Armbrister
Kelly Barefoot
Allison Blackley

Angela Boyer
Rhonda Clayton
Susan Craig
Lisa Foss
Cathy Franco
Diane Frost
Nicole Gerdeman
Beth Holsman
Susan Jones
Cathy McCormick
Maria Osborn
Carolyn Reese
Melissa Robinson
Ann Sixeas
Diane Sliger
Lisa Soherr
Kassie Thorne
Laurie Turnelle
Tanala Wayne
Beth Clark
Amy Dickerson
Sandra Penny
Carla Stewart
Zeta Tau Alpha
Mary Blair
Felicia Brockelman
Andrea Buchanon
Ana Cainelli
Jamie Carter
Donna Dallas
Laurie Dement
Cheryl Emig
Camllle Geoghegan
Bethanne Gray
Mary Beth Gray
Mary Ann Grooms
Theresa Grouge
Karen Hardage
Susan Johnson
Christine Lewis
Estelle McKernie
Kris Mehuron
Adrenne Mentzer
Michelle Mink
Susie Schroeder
Sheila Witkowski
Jamie Jump
Julie Bishop
Rene Brown
Jennifer Gibson
Linda Hansen
All Mcgregor
Kathy Prassas
Dawn Richardson
Courtney Sullivan
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Sorority
celebrates
founders week
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc.,
a minority service sorority, is
celebrating its founders week
through Saturday.
Scheduled events include a
showcase dealing with apartheid, a
"Family Feud" game with other
Greek organizations, a workshop

titled "New Directions," and guest
speakers addressing nutrition, health
and women in the work field.
The final event will be a dancecabaret, "The Red and White Affair,." Saturday at Belle Meade.
The theme of the week is "pursuing a universal education." All
money raised from the events and
other soliciations will go toward a
partial scholarship for a JMU student, awarded on the basis of
academic performance and need.
The scholarship will be presented
at the group's award banquet in
April.

There are more than 700 chapters
and 125,000 members of Delta
Sigma Theta worldwide. The
private, non-profit organization
began a chapter at JMU in 1971.
President Karen Smith said the
group is completely service oriented.
Members have worked with community service programs such as
Train-A-Champ, First Step, the
Wellness Clinic and Adopt-AGr and pare in. They also helped provide aid to local flood victims, she
said.
— Kim Gibson

Finally a Student
Condominium Close to
JMU for Thousands Less
- f -.■

Come by and see our scale model at our
Sales Office between 1-5 p.m. (located
behind R.J.'s Garden Deli), or call
433-5052.
First 100 people to come by our Sales Office to see our display model will receive
a FREE 2 liter bottle of Coke or Sprite.

Annual scholarship
offered to students
The Virgina Society for Hospital
Relations and Marketing is offering
student aid to qualified students.
Offered annually, the scholarship
is open to full-time rising seniors and
juniors attending a Virginia college
or university. The society awards
one scholarship for $1,000 and one
for $500 of financial aid to help
students in their studies.
"Although the requirements for
the scholarship program do not include a specific interest in hospital
public relations, an expressed interest in the public relations field is
desired," said Debra Dodson,
scholarship chairwoman. Majors
must be in English, journalism,
marketing, communications or a
related field, she said.
Hospital public relations varies
widely from one hospital to another,
but the wqrk often involves writing,
editing and design for hospital
publications and advertising,
photography, market research,
media relations, preparing audiovisuals, and participating in fund
drives. VSHPRM sponsors a
statewide internship program in
hospital public relations designed to
introduce students to this profession.
For more information on the
VSHPRM Scholarship and internship programs, contact your financial aid office, the chairman of your
department, or Debra Dodson, The
Memorial Hospital of Danville, 142
S. Main St., Danville, Va. 24541,
(804) 799-2399. The deadline for applications is March 28, 1986.

Debaters place
in tournament
A JMU debate team won second
place in the junior varsity division of
the 27th Annual Naval Academy Invitational Debate Tournament held
Jan. 31- Feb. 2 at the U.S. Naval
Academy in Annapolis, Md.
The second place team was junior
Martha Leary and sophomore Karyn
Schmidt.
Also in the junior varsity division,
the team of senior Chris Miller and
junior Dave Hawkins tied for fifth
place.
In the varsity division, the team of
senior Brian James and junior Rob
Russell tied for fifth place.
JMU debaters also won individual
speaker awards at the tournament.
In the junior varsity division,
Schmidt was the fourth place
speaker, Leary was seventh and
sophomore Jeff Euchler was ninth.
James was the fourth place speaker
in the varsity division.

.-"
,■

Three ways to enjoy our new
thicker and juicier 1/4 lb: burgers.
.

Si

•* v-

r*v

'Precooked weight
I 1985. Hardees Food Systems, Inc.

RdASTBEEF
SANDWICH
99°
With Purchase of Any Size

FREE
BIG
DELUXE
Buy One Big Deluxe™ Burger At Regular

Fries & Beverage

Price, Get A Second One Free
Otter good at participating Hardee's restaur ante. Please present coupon before ordering
One coupon per customer, per visit please.
Customer must pay any sales tan due Coupon not good in combi ration with any other
otters Cash value 1/100 of 1'. Otter good
after regular breakfast hours through
March 15, 1986.
6 1985. Hardee's Food Systems, Ire

Otter good at participating Hardee's restaurants Please present coupon before ordering.
One coupon per customer, per visit please. _ _'
Customer must pay any sales tax due. Cou- ■ A
pon not good in combination with any other mm^m\m^BiBm .^MBMBlmTBBLBWm
offers. Cash value 1/100 of 1[ Ofter good
W
after regular breakfast hours from
February 1,1986through March 15,1986.
■ I
© 1985. Hardee's Food Systems. Ire

Hardeer
1-

FREE 1/4 LK
CHEESEBURGER
Buy One A Lb. Cheeseburger At Regular

FREE FRIES
Free Regular Fries with Purchase of Bacon
Cheeseburger & Any Beverage

1

Price, Get A Second One Free

Offer good at partici|
Hardee's restaurants Please present coupon before ordering
One coupon per cui
ier7per visit please.
Customer must pay any sales tax due Coupon not good in combination with any other
offers. Cash value 1/100 of 1' Otter good
after regular breakfast hours from
February 1,1986 through March 15.1986.
S 1085. Hardee's Food Systems. Ire

Offer good at participating Hardee's restaurants. Please present coupon before ordering.
One coupon per customer, per visit please. _ _
Customer must pay arty sales tax due. Coupon not good in combination with any other
offers. Cash value 1/100 of 1' Ofter good
after regular breakfast hours through
m
March 15.1986.
W85. Hardee's Food Systems. Ire

«r

Haideer

'Precooked wmghi

4-

FREE HASH
ROUNDS
POTATOES
With Purchase of Sausage & Egg

FREE CINNAMON
NWithRAISIN
BISCUIT
Purchase of Sausage & Egg

Biscuit and Any Beverage

Biscuit and Any Beverage

Offer good at participating Hardee's restaurants Please present coupon before ordering
One coupon per customer, per visit please
Customermustpayanysalestaxdue.CouB
ponnotgoodincombinationwimanyother
^^^I^^^^B ^L^B^^Bm^^mm
offers Cash value 1/100of 1C Otter good
during regular breakfast hours through
\WBT MBT m

March 15.1986.

Offer good at participating Hardee's restairants. Please present coupon before ordering.
One coupon per customer, per visit please
Customer must payanysales tax due Coupon not good in combination with any other
offers Cash value 1/100 of 1C Otter good
during regular breakfast hours from
February 1,1986 through March 15,1986.
I1985. Hardee's Food Systems. Inc.

Ytardeer

1 If*■%di»»lfcJI •

'-, 1985. Hardee's Food Systems. Inc.

-r-

CHICKEN FILLET
SANDWICH
9?
With Purchase of Any Size
Fries & Beverage
Offer good at participating Hardee's restaurants Please present coupon before ordering
One coupon per customer, per visit please
Customer must pay any sales tax due Coupon not good in combination with arry other
offers. Cash value 1/100of 1:. Ofter good
after regular breakfast hours through
March ft, 1986.
C W85.Ha-dees Food Systems nc

Hardeer J_

FREE MEDIUM
SOFT
DRINK
With Purchase of Big Deluxe™
Burger & Large Fries
Offer good at participating Hardee's restaurants Please present coupon before ordering
One coupon per customer, per visit please
Customer must pay any sales tax due Cou
pon not good in combination with any other
offers Cashvaiue 1/100 of 1' Otter good
after regular breakfast hours from
February 1,1986 through March 15,1986.
S «85 Hardee's Food Systems. Ire

Haideer

'
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Help Wanted
Government
Jobs - $16,040 $59,230/year. Now hiring. Call
805-687-6000, xR5526 for current federal
list. (Fee required).
(

W*»

by Berke Breathed

BLOOM COUNTY

Oversees job*. Summer, year round.
Europe, S. America, Australia, Asia. All
fields. $900-2000/month. Sightseeing.
Free info. Write IJC, PO Box 52-VA-4, Corona Del Mar, CA 92625.
Distributors needed for sterling silver
and semiprecious stone earrings. Fun
and profitable. Write Mike, PO Box
3072-N, Charlottesville, VA 22903.
Male Models Needed for clothing advertising. No experience necessary. $5/hr.,
part-time work. Ads to be used for local
retail store. If interested, send photo
and/or physical description to Model, PO
Box 1009, Harrisonburg, VA 22801.
Athletic Instructor (part-time). Must have
some knowledge of soccer and the ability to work with youth. Afternoon and
evening hours (10-20 hrs./week). Apply to
Harrisonburg Dept. of Parks and Recreation. 305 S Dogwood Drive.

For Rent
Furnished Apartment - one room
available for girl (furnished). Rent plus
utilities from Jan. to May 1 or Jan. to
Aug. 1, 1986. Contact Laura, (703)
777-5686. or Pam, 434-7515.
Reserve a Space Now!! For separate
rooms or entire townhouses (5 rooms) for
1986-87 at Forest Hills. Call John,
433-3092.

For Sale
Live on Campus (Spring) - Male Housing
Contract for sale. Brian, x4147.
Wanted: responsible party to take over
low monthly payments on spinet piano.
Can be seen locally. Call Mr. White,
1-800 544-1574, x608.
1975 Datsun 280Z - Excellent condition.
Serious inquiries only! 433-3734.
Young Travellers Newsletter! Includes:
800 no., travel partner service, features
on exotic Overseas budget travel, work,
study! Send check ($12yyear) to: Y.T.N.,
PO Box 3887, New Haven, CT 06525.
Yamaha A7O0 100 watt amp, Infinity R8
speakers, Technics linear tracking turntable. All new, under warranty. Call
433-0373 after 6. $650 or best offer.
Skit, Rossignol Free Style 180, Salomon
bindings, poles. $85. x7425.
Bose 901:1
x5249.

Must sell! $350. Call Eric,

Electra "Les Paul," good condition, with
hard case. Call 434-9278 bet wear '"■ »m
& 3 pm.
Sony D-D Turntable, good condition. $40.
Ned, x4692.
1976 Volvo 242, 4 speed. AC. Am/FM
stereo cassette. Excellent condition.
One-owner. $2500. 433-8047 after 6 pm.

Services
Horizon Sure Tan is a Professional Tanning Salon. Best systems available and
five years of service. 1106 Reservoir St.
434-1812.
Free Karate Lesson - No obligation
(Special Student Rates). Open Monday
thru Thursday, 6-9:30 pm. Call Halterman
Karate Inst., 95 N. Main St., 4th floor.
434-8824. We train Champions.
Pregnant? Free confidential help. Free
pregnancy test. Birthright. 434-0003.
Video Cameraman for Hire. VHS format.
Reasonable rates. Jim, 433-5771.
Typing Service • 22 years experience.
$1.25/page Mrs Price, 879-9935.
Typing & Word Processing • Free
delivery, overnight service, & competitive
ratSs. Call Kevin at 433-3147 after 5.

Professional Typing
433-8015 after 1.

Call

Kathy,

Firewood • Mixed seasoned oak. Any
amount delivered. Call 433-1689.
Typing, Term Papers, Manuscripts,
Resumes, Letters, Notary. Term Papers
at least 2 days notice for short papers.
Longer notification for longer papers.
Cover sheets free. The Public
Stenographer, 433-9212.
Word processing - fast, perfect, cheap.
All fonts. Tom, x5316.
Typing - Professional quality. Paper provlded. Call Pauline, x5332.
'
Our charming town and country
residences, inns, & cottages offer a personal touch in lodging. Shenandoah
Valley Bed & Breakfast Reservations.
(703)896-2579,4-11 pm.

Lost and Found
Lost: I'm a loser! Please help! I lost a
silver bracelet with clasp and safety
chain at aerobics last Wednesday.
Reward - lots of sentimental value. Call
x7491 or write Box 5527. Thanks.
Lost: A Memorex tape labeled Vidol Idol
in Godwin's weight room. Reward I and
blank tape if returned. I just want, the
music back. Call Torey, 433-8621.
Lost: Set of keys on Gucci key ring. If
found please call Donna, 433-3661
Lost: Black floppy felt hat with hatband.
Sentimental value. Reward. x7320.
Lost: Levi's Jean jacket at SPE Jan. 31.
Please return. Mary Jo, 434-5945.
,

Lost: Strand of pearls between Greek
Row and JM's. If anyone finds them,
please contact Melissa, x4372. Reward
offered.
Lost: A black winter coat, with a black
and white tweed front. Please return,Q
need it! Call 433-6299, Chrissie.

Wanted
Will Pay Cash for Baseball & Football
Cards. Call 433-8811.
Wanted: 2 people to share apartment in
Ocean City,' MD, this summer. Two
minutes from beach. Contact Barrie,
434-3235.
Keyboardist Wanted • for rock band. Call
Krlsten, x4726.
Wanted • Female to sublet furnished
room with full private bath in 3-bedroom
apartment. Washer/dryer, dishwasher,
cable. On S. Main St. opposite campus.
Price negotiable. Call Marsha, 4333423.
(May/summer session.)

Personals

Dawn, Sarah, Candy, ft KB • Thanks for
working so hard this year and being such
a great staff. Linda
KAW
ty.

Here is your personal! Love, Dus-

Kerstln Barz • Congrats on your new UPB
exec, position! You are the best! Love ya
lots, Greg, Greg, & Ams.
Good luck to the new SPE pledges. Love
ya. The Little Sisters.
JML • You are the greatest part of my life.
Let's make our love last forever. The Man
with the Monster
Mr. Madison Contest, Wilson Hall, 8, Feb.
12. Tickets from any AGD or at the door
for $2. All proceeds go to JDF.
Club Thursday presents Faculty Talent
Night this Thursday, Feb. 13. Free in the
PC Ballroom, 9-11 pm.
Attention Class of 1968 • We're giving a
gift to JMU! Come by the Commuter Student Office or Alumnae Hall this week
and find out how you can helpl

To Our Readers - In order to have Personals/Classifieds separated or spread
throughout the Classified section, they
MUST be written on separate sheets of
paper.

And Now For the Ongoing Saga of GATMAN, Defender of Truth, Justice, and the
American Way. Gatman and his sidekick
Captain Straight were In the middle of a
thick buzz when the urge for a Mr. Gatti's
pizza struck. Unable to control
themselves, they ordered a dinner
special. The large sausage was delivered
by a beautiful girl with buns that looked
like two hemispheres of heaven . . to be
continued .

If you want to send a Valentines Day personal, the deadline is Monday, Feb. 10, at
noon.

Mark —Thanks for being so patient with
me. Have a great week. Love, Your Assistant

Classified Deadlines tor The Breeze: f=or
Monday issue, the deadline Is Friday by
noon. For Thursday issue, the deadline is
Tuesday by noon.
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Give your favorite valentines a lift! Buy
em Balloons! Check harrison Annex or
the WCC Feb. 7 • 14. Sold by LXA Lil
Sisters.
Flights of Fancy "Balloons by the
Bunch." Best selection, service, & price.
Call us for your Valentine's Day delivery
434-3351.
She Gave A Sly Grin as she handed over
the fifteen inch sausage pie. Gatman &
Captain Straight knew they were In for a
real treat; an eating experience they
wouldn't.soon forget.
10 Inches!!! 10 inch Midway Monster
$2.99 on Monday night only. No coupon
necessary! No delivery. Midway's Dell.
Free Karate Lesson - No obligation.
Halterman Karate Institute. Call
434-8824.
Feel like drinking one or ten beers? Go to
Players Wednesday night for Sigma Pi
and Sigma Kappa Sponsor Nite. And hey
girls, Sigma PI house is on the way
home!
Congrats Ashby Vandal Wing on a good
lug. Glad you ain't scared. The P. Wing
Win $25 of you favorite beverage! Buy a
Beta Alpha Psl raffle ticket today!
Congratulations to all the guys & girls
who accepted AXP bids! Good luck and
Get Off!!
Ashby Hall needs to raise money for
social events. Any group wanting to join
in fund raising activities, please call the
president, x4371.
We Found Herb! He's at JM's Wednesday night! Kappa Sigma
Seniors - Donate a dollar, give us your
signature, & it will be printed in 77ie
Bluesione'. Proceeds go toward Senior Class
Gift to JMU! Monday & Tuesday - Commuter Student Office; Wednesday Thru Friday, Alumnae Hall.
10 Inches!! 10 inch Midway Monster
$2.99 Monday night only! No coupon
necessary! No delivery. Midway's Deli.
Beta Alpha Psi Raffle - $25 of your
favorite beverage - only $.25 a ticket.
Stallions of 680 • Your reputation
precedes you. Myself with a very select
few of the women at JMU are capable of
satisfying your needs. Let the taste test
begin. The Stallion Fan Club

Empty Shelves??? . . magazine of campus creativity, $.75 in Keezell Hall!!
AXP • Thanks for the great party last
Saturday! ZTA
Theta Chi - Tuesday night was a blast!
Thanks, ZTA.
Jane Learned ■ Break a leg! Love, Your
Zeta Sisters.
For A Better Business Career - Join the
International Business Club.
Hey Seniors • Any ideas for a gift we can
present the University? Our last chance
to leave our mark. Stop by the Commuter
Student Office Monday & Tuesday; Alumnae Hall - Wednesday - Friday.
Balloons for Valentine's Day! On the
patio Thursday & Friday, Feb. 13 & 14.
Send your love one or several!!
Teresa R. - Hi "T.T."! Tennis, Chinese
food, spontaneity, great body! We have
so much in common! Grounds for a
wonderful relationship, don't you think?
Love, The Not So Terrified Transfer.
Where can you find 20 gorgeous guys on
a Wednesday night? At Wilson Hall for
AGD's Mr. Madison Contest.
Brian - My heart still belongs to you.
Terry
10 Inches!!! 10 inch Midway Monster
$2.99 Monday night only! No coupon
necessary! No delivery. Midway's Deli
Come find out who the REAL Madison
Man is at Wilson Hall on Wednesday,
Feb. 12.
Happy 19th Birthday Nicole Rivers - Love,
Terry!
Valentine's Day Balloon Grams - On the
patio, Thursday & Friday, Feb. 13 & 14.
Send your love a balloon!!
Vlckl, So glad you went Sigma! You're
gonna have so much fun! Psych! Guess
who
RCH —I miss ya and I wanted to let you
know in print. Love, Your Brown-Eyed
Girl

THE FAR SIDE

Send Balloon instead! Valentine balloon
grams will be sent to your favorite
sweetheart. 2 for $1. Send money, plus a
message to PO Box 872 or call x5240 or
x4052. We will deliver on the 14th. Hurry
and order some!

Seniors Show Your Spirit • Sign your
name in The Bluesione, donate a dollar, and
be proud of contributing to the fund for the
Senior Class Gift to JMU! Visit the Commuter Student Office - Monday & Tuesday;
Alumane Hall - Wednesday thru Friday.

6:30 am Strangers (Todd Wilkens, Eric ---,
John Heishman) - We loved your gifts and
kissing but next time you come, leave the
bra that's missing. Laurie & Susan, AST.

Have A Valentine? Send Balloons! WCC
and Harrison Annex. Sold by LXA Little
Sisters, Feb. 7-14.
Diane - Here's to: Everlasting talks,
Everlasting friendship and Life
Everlasting!! Happy 20th - Hope your
day is stupendous! Love you - K.

As Bert Parks says - "There he is Mr.
Madison!" Where at? Wilson Hall
Wednesday.
JMU Women. Learn how to Tone & Shape
Muscles using universal weight
machines in Logan Fitness Center.
Receive professional instruction on
Thursday, Feb. 13, 7-8 pm in Logan
Fitness Center.

International Business Majors - I.B.C.
meeting Tuesday, Feb. 11, at WCC Room
D, 7 pm - come and participate!
Congratulations to Alpha Gam's new
pledges: Jenny, Mary, Mimi, Michelle
and Barbara.

Rebel Tebell - Happy 22nd! Love, Round
One.

Seniors - Donate a dollar, donate your
signature, and it will be printed in The
Bluesione forever! Proceeds go toward Senior
Class Gift to JMU! Monday & Tuesday
Commuter Student Office; Wednesday thru

Love Is In the air. Give balloons! 2 for $1.
Send message and money to PO Box 872
or call x5240 or x4052. We will deliver on
the special day.

Friday - Alumnae Hall'

Class of 1986 - Let's Rage!! Go out in
style by donating to the JMU Senior Gift
Fund! Monday & Tuesday - Commuter
Student Office, Wednesday thru Friday Alumnae Hall.

Roadtrlp to Atlantic City - $351 Bus
leaves at 1 am Saturday, Feb. 14, and
returns to JMU Sunday at 4 am. $10 in
quarters included!! Sign up at the UPB
Office soon.

Do Atlantic City and win money for Spring Break!

Seniors • Put your signature in The
Bluesione'. Your dollar donation goes toward
our Senior Gift to JMU! Commuter Office Monday & Tuesday; Alumnae Hall - Wednesday thru Friday.

Diane • Happy Birthday Roomie!! You are
the greatest! Love, Krista.
Comrades - You're the best! Thanks for a
great B-Day. Don't worry, there's enough
MR. for all of us. Love ya, Cat.

10 Inches!!! 10 inch Midway Monster
$2.99 Monday night only. No coupon
necessary. No delivery. Midway's Deli.

SN • Thanks for the MTV party. It was a
Blast! AGP
.

Shy, but serious scoper interested in
CHOCO's "Dogsitter" on Thursday in
Squire Hill . . Where are you?
How talented is JMU's faculty? Check it
out Thursday night!

Hey you 15 Sigma sLUSH Sisters —25
days 'til poolside dacqulries and fun in
the sun. . . psych! Sigma Social Stephand her roomie, the trip's checking account
What cha' doln' Yoogl? Love
bookhooodles, Boo-Boo Bear

MOH, Suggestion -1, Don't be shy. Give
me a call! Kevin

ya'

Dave, I'm not going anywhere out of
reach. I won't promise. But you'll see.

By GARY LARSON

The Phantom Parties at JM's. Kappa
Sigma Sponsor Night Wednesday!
Congratulations SPE A ASA! Wednesday
was a "record breaking Sponsor Night!
Great |ob! Players
Oh No! There goes Thursday morning
classes. It's Sigma Pi & Sigma Kappa
Sponsor Night, Wednesday at Players.
Mr. Photography • That's you, Tommy!
You are looking "youthful" - What's the
meaning?
•
Get your Faction together at JM's. Kappa
Sigma Sponsor Night!
TBS Congratulates "Chance" winners
Leslie Ciss, Pauline Gauthier, Beth Marshall.
Only 381 days until Kathy Whitehead's
birthday!!
Because you're the best roommate -1 will
make a special wonton soup for you. L-KKappa Sigma Sponsor Night Wednesday
JM's. Get off Holmes!
World Bazaar Hot-Air Balloon Man - Take
us ballooning!! RSVP
10 Inches!!) 10 inch Midway Monster $2.99 Monday night only. No coupon
necessary. No delivery. Midway's Deli
Student Education Association • Join in
the fun!!
Class of 1986 - Don't miss your chance to
pass the buck! Sign you name and it will
appear in The Bluesione. Help give JMU a
Great Senior Gift. Drop by the Commuter
Student Office or Alumnae Hall this week!
Terry —I miss you. See ya this weekend.
Love, Missy

m

m

■•

Farmer Brown froze In his tracks; the cows
stared wide-eyed back at him. Somewhere,
off in the distance, a dog barked.
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arts & peopl

College cook
Simplicity and p
By Pam Westfall

staff writer

My Italian housemate, Lorraine Latella,
never cooked a full meal before she moved
off campus. I thought all Italian children
played with garlic presses instead of rattles
and knew the family sauce recipe by heart.
Fearing starvation, we agreed to cook for
each other Monday-Thursday nights. Some
pans were ruined that first week, but
I .at el la's culinary talents blossomed.
"I just walked right irito it," Latella
said. "It was like a hidden treasure waiting
to be uncovered." Not only have her delectable edibles charmed a number of male
dinner guests, but the pastor of our church
requested her specialty — baked ziti — for
his next dinner meeting with the elders.

cook for just mys
Allshouse, a commut
think it would be e;
joyable to cook for an
pie."
More than English
marketing projects cat
in college. Creating a
ing, affordable meal'
cooking know-how.
The first step towari
is investment in cookb
probably is the last thi
cook's bible. A culinai
cookbooks with recipe
dients, equipment, act
Before beginning, «
gredient list. Look fo
can easily attain beca

You may relate to Latella's cooking
history. Few people were allowed to experiment in their mother's territory. In a
survey of 27 JMU commuter students last
week, 16 said they had done little or no
meal cooking before college.
Jean Kilby, an instructor of a basic food
preparation course here, said students
avoid cooking because they are unfamiliar
with cooking terminology, utensils and
procedures. Two of her students, junior
Priscilla Saari and senior Ann Delcoco,
blamed their sporadic cooking habits on
lack of time and energy.
Are you a dorm-dweller deciding if you
will give up D-Hall next year for the
challenges of off-campus cooking? Are
you a soon-to-be grad who could not pass
elementary cooking? Perhaps you are a
veteran commuter and want to expand
your cooking repertoire after having
macaroni and cheese 98 times last semester.
No matter what your situation, this is the
best time to develop cooking knowledge
and survival skills.
The increase in older singles suggests the
necessity of cooking-for-one ability. When
marriage occurs, ft will be the norm for a
husband to share cooking tasks with his
wife. And health and fitness experts state a
well-balanced diet is a must for health
maintenance.
But beyond mere survival reasons, people cook to enjoy food's flavors, colors
and textures. Many people discover cooking for and with friends makes the job fun
and rewarding.
"Usually I have to get psyched up to

Glos
For prepai
Mince — Ci
Chop — Cu
sharp tool.
Dice - Cut
cubes.
Cube — Cu
Grate — Cu
holes of gra
Shred — CL
holes of gra
Pare - Cut
other sharp
For combi
Cut in - Di
dients by cfi
blender.
Blend - Th
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kery
preparation key to tasty and nutritious meals
myself," senior Chris
unuter student, said. "I
be easier and more enar another person or peoiglish term papers and
ts can be produced while
ng a variety of tasty, fillmeals begins with basic
w.
award successful cooking
ookbooks. Another book
st thing you want but is a
llinary novice should buy
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greatly altered by the slightest ingredient
variation. With experience you will learn
what variations work best.
Next carefully read the directions and
note if you have the required kitchen
equipment. Blueberry muffins will become
blueberry pancakes if you bake without a
muffin cup or tin.
A recipe also names the techniques required for proper preparation. Kilby said
she has observed students "knead" dough
by squeezing, poking and slapping rather
than by pressing and folding.
Judge the time it will take to follow a
recipe's specific directions. If you have less
than an hour, a recipe for hash browns and
not twice-baked potatoes is more convenient.
A recipe also is a nutrition indicator.

Green bean casserole sounds wholesome
but is made with extra salt, fried onions,
and fatty, condensed soup. You would be
wiser to boil fresh beans. Look for recipes
with natural ingredients low in fats, salt
and sugar. And pay attention to the cooking method. Broiled fish is lower in calories
and better for you than fried fish.
The body daily requires protein, carbohydrates, vitamins and minerals. To
fulfill the requirements, eat foods from the
four basic food groups — protein foods,
bread and cereal foods, fruits and
vegetables, and milk and milk products.
Once a recipe is chosen and a meal is
planned around it, you are almost ready to
cook. Before beginning, read the recipe at
least once. Then locate the best kitchen
work space and gather ingredients and
utensils.

ossary of commonly used cooking terms
'paring ingredients:
- Cut into very small pieces.
Cut into pieces with a knife or other
»ol.
Cut into small, less than a half inch,
Cut into cubes a half inch or larger.
■ Cut into tiny particles using small
grater.
■ Cut into thin pieces using large
grater.
Cut off outer covering with a knife or
arp tool.
Coining ingedients:
■ Distribute solid fat in dry ingrey chopping with knives or pastry
• thoroughly combine all ingredients

L

until very smooth and uniform.
Cream — Beat just until smooth, light and
fluffy.

For cooking:
Brown — Cook until food changes color,
usually in small amount of fat over moderate
heat.
Baste — Spoon a flavoring ingredient over
food during cooking period.
Simmer — Cook in liquid just below the boiling point. Bubbles form slowly and collapse
below the surface.
Saute — Fry lightly in fat in a shallow, open
pan^
Pan-fry — Like sauteing but with less fat.
All definitions except saute and pan-fry are
from "Betty Crocker's Cookbook."

Preheat the oven, and grease or flour
pans. Do all the peeling, chopping and
measuring that is practical before combining ingredients. The pre-preparation is best
done close to cooking time. Cut fruits and
vegetables lose vitamins if overexposed.
Now mix, saute, pan fry — cook.
Bob Moore, a student in a food preparation course here, said cooking a meal is not
hard but "just takes doing it and following
directions." It also takes time.
Senior Michael Kwolek said, "A balanced meal is great, but it takes too much time
to prepare if you have a tight schedule."
Of the 27 commuter students surveyed,
24 spend 30 minutes or less fixing dinner.
Eleven students spend only IS minutes
cooking. The students said they most frequently fix soup, sandwiches and pasta
dishes for dinner. As a meal, these items
cater only to a student's tight schedule, not
his nutritional requirements.
The key to meeting the special needs of a
student lies in advance preparation. Frozen
dinners also were cited as popular timesaving meals. Avoid the extra costs and
preservatives by making your own frozen
dinners. Portion individual size servings of
a large casserole or pot of stew into plastic
containers and freeze. Cool the dish before
freezing and make certain the container is
airtight to prevent freezer burn. And label
each package with the date and its contents.
Do you repeatedly fix a hamburger or a
chicken- or pork-based dish? Save time and
money by cooking the entire package of
meat, adding basic spices and freezing.
When you choose to have tacos, sloppy
Joes, or a beef-noodle dish, just thaw the
meat and cook according to recipe.
Chicken pieces easily can become
chicken a la king, chicken cacciatore or
chicken noodle soup. Sweet and sour pork,
barbecued pork, or pork and sauerkraut
are tasty dishes made from a base of pork
cubes.
Your own creativity and preferences play
an essential role in the foods you cook. But
some students find that lack of time,
money and know-how outweigh a delicate
palate.
Simplicity is the solution to this dilemma. Choose recipes expressing cooking
ease and nutritional fulfillment. People are
in college to prepare for the real world; this
includes the preparation of enjoyable
meals.

\
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- Brian Rawdon

Movie review—
.

Murphy's Romance-Lightweight but enjoyable

If there was a film deserving to be described as
"lightweight," it is the new film "Murphy's
Romance." Nevertheless it is funny, warm and enjoyable. If released a month ago, it would have
been one of 1985's better pictures, but it is a great
way to start off 1986.
James Garner, who puts in better performances
every time he appears in a film, is the film's biggest
asset. As the Murphy of the title, Gamer strolls
through "Murphy's Romance" as if he is just
waiting for something better to come along but
feels no need to look for it himself.
But of course /'/ finds him — in the form of a
teenager's divorced mother who shows up in his little town looking to establish a hold and make a
home. Two-time Oscar winner Sally Field plays
that character with a great deal of like-ability,
though it is not the kind of meaty role "Norma
Rae" or "Places in the Heart" offered her.
As the two characters begin to get better acquainted, Field's ex-husband (played by Brian
Kerwin), a no-good pin-head, shows up to mooch
off of her for a while. The story then becomes a
contest between the two male characters to win (or
win back) the hand of the leading lady. Needless to
say there are no surprises, but the film does not do
whole lot with plot anyway.
t
Martin Ritt's direction is leisurely paced — at
times he let his camera sit on the back porch of the

house and watch the sunset. And since there is not
much plot, the film essentially is filled with interesting characters and sharp dialogue (especially
on the part of Garner). It seems Ritt was trying to
weave a fabric of small-town western America with
his characters and setting. He succeeds.
The film has a warm feeling of small town life
and the people that surround it. Garner, though he
plays the town eccentric, fits in perfectly. "Murphy's Romance" is his film altogether. His fans
will recognize his familiar screen character with the
addition of a few optimistic traits. He still is
cynical, to the point and loyal, but this character is
brighter and more cheerful than those in Garner's
past roles. It is no wonder the towns women are
after him.

Ritt has the ability to make all characters very
real; not one is an exaggeration. Although
Kerwin's character is a jerk, he is a human jerk — .
it is easy to picture him in any city or small town
mooching off of an ex-wife.
Writers Harriet Frank and Irving Ravetch
deserve much credit for the film's success. Their
sharp, witty dialogue is consistently funny and surprisingly mature. Garner delivers his lines with an
off-handedness devastating to Kerwin, who frequently is left with his mouth hanging open after a
verbal duel.
"Murphy's Romance" makes no great statement about love or anything else. The film strictly
is entertainment, and the real message here is "enjoy it."

announcements
General
LUe Science Museum — Hours are Mondays
from 1-5 pm and Fridays from 11-3. All welcome
Located in Burruss. Room 10 Closed on University
holidays.
Alpha Chi RhO — fraternity offers escort service
to all women Monday through Thursday for 8 12 pm.
15108.

Career Planning 4 Placement Workshops
— for the week of Feb. 10-14: Interview Preparation,
Feb 11. 9:45-10:45 am. Resume Writing, 3:30-4:30, and
Writing Applications 'or Teaching'Positions, 1:45-2:45.
both on Feb. 13: and Marketing Yourself to An
Employer, Feb. 14, 10-11 am. All workshops are held In
Room A, WCC. Come to the CP&P Office to sign-up.

1986 Spring Recruiting Schedules —

The FBI will give a presentation — career
with the FBI" on Feb. 14. 1986 Come to the Career
Planning a Placement Office for further details.

Percy H. Warren Senior Honor Society —

The Office of Personnel Management —

T.A.Q. ■ The Assassination Game — is
seeking players Please call Rob at *4518 if interested
Starting soon.

Any Club Wishing tO submit proposals requesting funds from the SGA Contingency account,
must do so by Fob 25.
University Writing Lab — offers individualized
help to students working on papers or reports, studying for essay eiams, writing letters or applications,
reviewing grammar, or preparing to take the GRE.
LSAT, NTE. or GM AT For further Information, call Mrs
Hoskins at x«*01 or stop by Keezell 108. M-F, 830-3:30.
Student Prosecutors for the Honor Council — are needed for the 198687 school year. Call
x6383 or write to Boi M-44 tor more information

Wesley Foundation —Monday, Feb. 10,7 pm,
Bible Study Jeanne Fmley; Tuesday. Feb. 11.5:30 pm,
Fellowship: Shrove Tuesday Dinner; Wednesday, Feb.
12, 4 pm, Bible Study, Rev. Carl Ennls; Thursday, Feb
13, 6 pm. New Life Singers, Wesley Foundation.

(Business, Industry, Government, & Graduate S Professional Schools) are now available in the CP&P Office.
Signups for Interviews are now in progress.

JMU Video Network — Watch Us Work for You'
"JMU Today." followed by "Profiles', airs every
Wednesday at 2:30 and 8 pm on cable channel 8
Watch HI
(Mortar Board) will be accepting applications through
Feb. 17. You can pick them up in Alumnae Hall, Room
106 To be eligible you must be classified as a senior
by September. 1986, graduate no later than August.
1987 You must also have a cumulative average of 3 25
or higher.

Tickets are $2 and available from any sister or at the
door. All proceeds go to Juvenile Diabetes Foundation
International

will accept applications to take the e«amination for the
United Stales Marshals Service Feb 10-21 For details
come to the Career Planning & Placement Office.
Teachers — sign-ups for interviews with school
systems are now in progress in the Career Planning A
Placement Office
Faculty Recital — Attelage Trio
Carol
Kniebusch, flute: Douglas Kehlenbrink, bassoon; S
Vicki Berneklng. piano. Wednesday. Feb. 12. 6 pm.
Anthony-Seeger auditorium. Free and open to the
public
JMU Men's Rugby — First practice will be held
Monday. Feb 17. on the upper Convo Held at 3:30 pm
Regular practice held Tuesday. Wednesday Thursday
- all students are encouraged to loin. For more info,
call 433-5544 or 433-0815.
Colloquium — Wednesday, Feb. 26,4 pm. Burruss
Hall. Room 111 Dr. John T. Maraflno will speak on
"The Dlrichlet Problem on Simply Connected
Domains " Refreshments will be served at 3:45 pm.

Ash Wednesday Maas Schedule — Feb. 12.
WCC South Ballroom, at noon. 5 pm. and 10 pm.

Events

English Lecture — Tuesday, Feb. is. 8 pm, Miller
101. Dr. Joan Frederick will speak on Slouching Towards
Rrihrlem. Sponsored by Sijrru Tau Delia M pan of the
freshman reading liM KTtn.

Catholic Mass Schedule — Saturday: 5 pm,
WCC Room O Sunday: 11 am I 5 pm. Phillips Canter
Ballroom

Alpha Gamma Delta presents — the 1st annual "Mr. Madison contest, Wednesday. Feb. 12. 8
pm. Wilson Han

Science Fiction Fantasy Guild — meets
Thursday. Feb. 13. 6 pm. Room B WCC Mezzanine
Student Education Association (SEA) —
meeting in the Ed. building. Room 129, on Wednesday.
Feb. 12, at 5 We will be finalizing plans and having
refreshments, so please join the tun.
International Business Club — meeting at
WCC, Room D, Tuesday. Feb. 11.7 pm. Old and new
members are invited For more info, call Chris, x4968

Meetings
Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship —
meets every Thursday night at 7:00 pm, Moody Hall,
Blackwell Auditorium.
Canterbury Association — This Episcopal
group meets every Thursday at 8:00 pm at Emmanuel
Episcopal Church; and every Wednesday from
4:30-5:30 pm for Bible study In Hoffman Hall, Room
212. All students are welcome
Campus Crusade for Christ win meet every
Wednesday night at 7 30 on the Mezzanine In WCC For
information, call Melissa or Karen at x5182
Fellowship of Christian Athletes — meets
every Sunday night at 8 pm. Mezzanine. Room D. All
present and former athletes are welcome! For more info. drop a line in Campus Mail to: FCA. PO Bo« L-2.
Baptist Student Union — meets every Thurs
day. 5:30 pm at Baptist Student Center on corner of
Main St. and Cantrell Ave. New Psalm Singers meet at
center every Wednesday. 6:30 pm. Bible Study on
Tuesdays at 6:30.

Newstjp?
Newstip?
Newstip?
Call 6127

Newstip?
Newstip?
Newstip?

Commuter Student Committee — meets the

1st. 3rd. & 5th Monday of each month at 5:30 In Room
A. WCC All Interested commuters are welcome.

Grace Campus Ministries — Celebration-

meets every Friday night at 7 30 In Room D. WCC Mezzanine. All welcome.
CaVS Club — will be meeting in Jackson 1B every
Thursday at 7:30 pm.
Blue Blaxe Irregulars — win meet Thursday
Feb. 13, 6 pm. Room B. WCC.

Newstip?
Newstip?
Newstip?
Call 6127
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sports
Missed opportunities sink Dukes in loss
By Rob Washburn
staff writer

With 8:17 remaining in the first
half of JMU's 63-51 loss Saturday to
the nationally ranked Naval
Academy, opportunity stared the
struggling Dukes basketball team in
the face.
The Midshipmen's All-American
center David Robinson had picked
up his third foul and was forced to
take his 22-point per game scoring
average to the bench. At the time.
Navy led 19-16.
JMU appeared as if it would make
the most of the situation. With 4:06
left in the half, forward John
Newman stole a Navy pass and went
in for an uncontested layup, giving
the Dukes a 22-21 lead.
But as the pattern has been all year
for JMU, it just wasn't to be. The
Middies scored the last 10 points of
the half to take a comfortable 31-22
halftime lead.
"We had opportunities,", JMU
head coach John Thurston said.
"The last seven minutes of the first
half, Robinson's out; there was your
golden opportunity. You were down
two or three at that time and he sat
out, and they increased the lead."
Navy head coach Paul Evans said,
"It seems like when he (Robinson)
goes out for the first minute or two
minutes the other team is so elated
they may go after us a little more.
"It takes us a couple of minutes to
get adjusted. In most instances
without David we've actually increased the lead."
Even with Robinson in the game,
the Dukes got off to a good start.
After falling behind 10-4 early in the
game, JMU went on a 8-2 run to tie
the contest with 13:52 left in the first
half.
Three minutes later, an Eric "Boo
Boo" Brent jumper gave the Dukes
their first lead, 16-15. Brent and forward Ken Schwartz keyed the JMU
offense in the first half, combining
for 16 of the Dukes' 22 points.
JMU's offensive strategy was to
go right at the 6-foot-11 Robinson.
The result was a number of easy

Staff photo by Patrick Dennis

JMU's John Newman shoots between Navy's David Robinson (left)
and Nate Bailey In Saturday's loss to the Midshipmen.
baskets for the Dukes and foul trouble for Robinson, who played just 24
minutes.
"What we were trying to do was
to go at him and dish off," Thurston
said. "I'd say we scored 16 points on
that tonight. . . and got a couple of
fouls out of it."

Navy extended its lead to as much
as 16 in the first seven minutes of the
second half. Newman tried to singlehandedly keep JMU in the game,
scoring the Dukes' first 10 points of
the half.
In fact, nobody but Newman
scored for JMU in the second half

By Sonny Dearth

staff writer

Injured Dukes
split matches
over weekend

"When everybody's healthy, it would be a hell
of a match."
Millersville (Pa.) University wrestling coach
Floyd Hitchcock had the luxury of making that
statement after his Marauders dominated an ailing JMU squad 32-9 Saturday at Godwin Hail.
The loss drops the Dukes' dual match record
to 8-6.
JMU defeated Virginia Tech 31-18 Friday
night, while Millersville trounced the Hokies 37-6
Saturday afternoon. Fifteen minutes after
disposing of Tech, Millersville took on the Dukes

until Eric Esch hit, a jumper with
9:42 left in the contest.
After Newman scored only two
points in the first half, Thurston had
a few words for the junior captain in
the locker room that inspired his
play.
"We had a little discussion with
John about his performance in the
first half," Thurston said. "When
you get on your captain you hope
that he responds."
Newman said, "He told me I was
playing like crap, like I was. He let
me know that in his own way. In the
second half I stepped in a little closer
and decided to be more aggressive on
offense."
The Dukes made a final run at
Navy with five minutes left in the
game. Trailing 48-37, JMU went on
another 8-2 run, cutting the lead to
50-45 on a Robert Griffin jumper
with 2:35 remaining.
But with 1:36 left, Robinson iced
the game for Navy with a three-point
play on a breakaway dunk. Robinson finished the game with 20 points,
five rebounds and five blocked
shots.
JMU played most of the game
without two key players, forwards
Todd Banks and David Monroe.
Banks is still recovering from^an
ankle injury he suffered in the Old
Dominion game a week ago. He did
not play Thursday night against
American and could only log 10
minutes against the Middies.
Monroe was late for pre-game
shooting practice Saturday night,
and was forced to sit out of the
game.
"If you're late for work they dock
you," Thurston said. "You learn a
lesson and it'll be something he'll
remember for a long time. We really
needed him tonight."
_*
The loss dropped the Dukes'
record to 4-18 overall and 2-8 in the
CAA. But Thurston credited the
Dukes for their effort.
"We don't have any quitters,"
Thurston said. "This is the worst
thing that they'll go through in their
college career but it won't be the
worst thing they'll go through in
their life.

in a match that was supposed to be close.
But someone forgot to tell the Marauders.
JMU usually takes the early lead in its dual
matches after nationally-ranked 118-pounder
Jeff "Peanut" Bowyer easily defeats his opponent.
It appeared for a while that pattern would continue against Millersville. Bowyer, despite a
heavily taped right arm, held a 6-2 lead late in the
first period against Andrew Wiley.
Wiley took Bowyer down, however, and
scored three back points to go ahead 7-6 at the
end of the period.
\
See WRESTLING page 17 »
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sportsfile
Women's team wins
Marshall tourney
The JMU women's^basketball team won the
Marshall Invitational tournament this weekend,
defeating the University of North CarolinaCharlotte 63-57 Friday and then downing Marshall
67-63 for the championship Saturday.
The Marshall victory ups the Dukes' record to
20-2, tying the JMU record set last year for most
regular season wins.

Men's Gymnastics
The Dukes placed second in a three-team meet at
Kent State Friday and took first out of three teams
at Slippery Rock Saturday.
In the first meet, Kent State won with a score of
254.75; JMU scored 216.50 and Eastern Michigan
had 210.55.
In Saturday's meet, the Dukes won with a score
of 222.25. Slippery Rock was second with 222.15
and Eastern Michigan was third at 216.65.

T!
■

men's Track

The Dukes lost to Navy 85-47 and beat Mary
Washington 48-43 this weekend.
Against Mary Washington, JMU's Lorna Lewis
took first in the 1000-meter run. Patricia Mebane
took first in the 55-meter dash. Susanne
Augustauskas took first in the 3000-meter run.
The team of Vevette Devance, Rhonda Mason,
Patricia Mebane and Deborah Walker won the
4x200 meter relay, while
Mebane, Mason,
Devance and Nicole Deskins won the mile relay.

Men's Track
The Dukes swept the 300-meter run event and
also took first in the shotput in this weekend's
Hardee's Classic in Morgan town, W.Va.
Earl Walker (34.43), Daryl Harris (34.71) and
Mike Rose (35.02) finished first, second and third
in the 300. Each of those times beat the previous
schol record. Carl Childs also finished first in the
shotput with a throw of 48' 7".
—————

Women's Gymnastics
JMU placed third in a three-team meet with
Kent St. and Michigan Friday and defeated Slippery Rock 160.85-153.65 in a dual meet Saturday.
The Dukes' Laura Peterson finished first in allaround, vault, uneven parallel bars and balance
beam against Slippery Rock.

Women's Swimming
JMU defeated Old Dominion 65-46 Saturday to
finish the season at 7-3.
Leslie Norton took firsts in the 200- and
500-yard freestyle with times of 1:57.42 and
5:15.58 respectively.
Andrea Currier also set a new school record in
the 100-yard freestyle with a time of 10:45.72

Men's Swimming
JMU completed its dual meet season at 13-2 with
a 67-46 victory over Old Dominion Saturday. The
13-2 mark is a new school dual meet record.
Randy Parker finished first in the 50-meter
freestyle and the 100-meter freestlye. Eric Johnson
finished first in the 200-meter individual medley
and the 200-meter breaststroke.

Commuter Student Committee Blood Drive
Sponsored by Rockingham Memorial Hospital
DATES: February 10-14
Mon, Wed, Fri
Tuesday
- Thursday
9:30am to 4:00pm
12 to 8:00pm
12 to 4:30pm

|

LOCATION: Rockingham Memorial Hospital
Please come and support the Commuter Student Committe
and Rockingham Memorial Hospital

Staff photo by Ming L»ong

JMU senior Leif Carson swims against ODU
Saturday. Carson and the Dukes beat the
Monarchs 67-46 to end their dual-meet
season at 13-2.

SEMESTER IN SPAIN
Not just for Spanish majors only, but for everyone beginners, "in between
students, and advanced Put some excitement into your college career!!
BEGINNER OB ADVANCED - Cost is about the
Live with a Spanish family, attend classes
same as a semester in a US college:$3670
tour hours a day. tour days a week, lour
Price includes |et round trip to Seville from
months Earn 16 hrs of credit (equivalent to4
New York. room, board, and tuition comsemesters taught n u S colleges over a two
plete Government grants and loans may be
year time span) Your Spanish studies will be
applied towards our programs
enhanced by opportunities not available in a
US classroom Standardized tests show our
students1 language skills superior to students
F 9 | completing two year programs in U S
Advanced courses also
Hurry, it takes a lot of time to make all arrangements

co-tege you at lend

«r*»

yOur «ame

Valentine
Celebration

1
you' present street aoo<ess
c'v

Specials

stale

II you would like information on lulur* profrwni g,»t

♦Shoes 2 pair for $25.00
♦ Selected Stock $4.00-$6.00-$9 00

SPRING SEMESTER - Jan 30 - May 29
FALL SEMESTER - Aug 29 - Dec 19
each year
FULLY ACCREDITED-A Program ofTnnity
Christian College

I

you' o*'i«aneni sl'eei Mdrtss
e«ly

%i»\r

»*

Drawings on Friday, Feb. 14
For full information - send coupon to

♦FREE Shoes every hour
♦Grand prize 5:00pm, Friday
♦FREE Shoes • Boots • Dinner for 2

SEMESTER IN SPAIN
2065 Lara^ay Lake Drue S E F-9
Grand Rapids. Michigan 49506
(A Program of Trinity Christian College)

Sale runs Thurs- Fri- Sat, Feb 13-15
14E Water St.

434-4466
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Wrestling
► (continued from page 15)

In the second period, Wiley scored five more
back points to assume a 12-6 lead. He eventually
won the match 16-8 as Bowyer never- really
recovered from the first period takedown.
"He (Wiley) was the strongest guy I've ever
wrestled at 118 pounds," Bowyer said. "He just
picked me up and threw me on my back."
JMU coach Dick Besnier said, "(Wiley) is a lot
bigger than Jeff. It'll be a close match in the
regionals. Jeff hadn't wrestled in a while." Bowyer
won by forfeit against Virginia Tech Friday.
Given the surprising start, it became apparent
that this Dukes' lineup, one riddled by sickness
and injury, would not be enough.
JMU's Pete Fritts lost 7-2 to Brian Buddock at
126 pounds, giving the Marauders a 7-0 lead.
Daryl Sisley defeated the Dukes' Jon Blauvelt
3-0 at 134 pounds and Millersville's Kevin Little
topped Andy Gunning 11-2 in the 142-pound bout
to increase the Marauder advantage to 14-0.
JMU captain Brett Davis got the Dukes on the
scoreboard with a 10-5 victory over David Smith at
150 pounds, but Millersville's Joe DelViscio stopped JMU 158-pounder Lee Poythress 8-2.
Millersville's Doug Harkins, one of five starting
Marauder freshmen, clinched the victory by pinning reserve Rich Mozingo at the 4:11 mark of the
167-pound match.
After two more JMU losses, heavyweight Doug
West gave the Dukes a measure of revenge by pinning Todd Myers 49 seconds into their bout, making
the final score 32-9.
"They beat the hell out of us today," Besnier
said. "Their 190-pounder (Gardner) was exceptional and their 126-pounder (Buddock) was as
tough as nails.
"Millersville deserved to win. They were very
aggressive and made almost no mistakes. They had

Staff photo by Patrick Dennis

Dukes' 126-pounder Pete Fritts works for a pin against Virginia Tech's Barry Lehman in
Friday's win over the Hokies. The Dukes split matches with Tech and Millersville this past
weekend.
Besnier said.
a lot of plus factors. They were healthy and they
JMU hits the road against William and Mary
were motivated. We really didn't have a lot of
Feb. 14, American University Feb. 19, and George
motivation.
"I thought we got a good effort. They (JMU) Washington Feb. 20.
The Dukes travel to Kutztown, Pa. Feb. 28 to
did the best they could under the conditions,"
defend the Eastern Regional title they won at GodBesnier said.
The Dukes' original lineup against Millersville win Hall last season. Millersville and Morgan
did not include injured standout 158-pound senior State, which edged JMU 22-21 last weekend, will
be among the Dukes' top competitors for the
Tony Gentile. When the team match got well out
crown.
of reach, Besnier also rested key starters Brian
"We've got to get things together for the
Kurlander and George Fiorile.
regionals," Besnier said, "but first we've goi to
"Gentile will not wrestle before regionals,"
make sure we win these three."
Besnier said. "Kurlander and Fiorile have been
sick, Gunning has been sick.
Besnier added, "We don't have an edge because
"There was no use in (wrestling the sick starters)
we're running out of people. Our main problem is
when we were getting the crap beat out of us,"
getting our people out there."

Marines
SUTWP^^*^

Make it with us and
the sky's the limit

NUyt**»«nbeone
Looking for a chance to move in the fast lane?
Then check out Marine Corps Aviation. The training
is superb. The challenges are unique. Your ticket to
fly is your col lege diploma and your drive to succeed.
If you've got what it takes, you could be at the
controls of anything from a Cobra to a Harrier to the
hottest thing flying, the F-18 Hornet.
See your Marine Corps Officer Selection Officer
when he visits yc HIT campus or cal I him. at the number
listed below, today.
Call your(Xliter Sekition< NRcer a>lkvt I-800-542-5851
orseehimatyourompuson 11.12.413. Feb. 1986

"MIDWAY.MARKEr&*DELI V Delivery:, %»».
MARKET HOURS:

10am - Midnight (Sun- 11am)

Remember
JMU
Directory Coupons
page 63
Busch/Natural
12pks
Molson Lt
Kronenbourg
Tutoorg Case

-

$3.99
$2.99
$3.79
$769

* In store prices only. Delivery prices
mayyary- While supply lasts.
J

DELIVERY HOURS:

Mon. Night Only

10" Midway
Monster $2.99
Walk In Only
No Coupon Necessary!

M,Tu,W,Th 5pm - 12am; Fri.Sat.Sun 2pm - 12am

Free

Coke /
Sprite
and Chips
w/10" Sub

5$ Candy Bar
w/6" or 10"
Sub
Expires 2-16-86
Limit 1 coupon per sub

Expires 2-16-86
Limit 1 coupon per sub

ittU

m
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Just a Subscription Away
Growth is an integral part off James Madison University. The
Breeze can help you keep up with the latest changes that accompany that growth and affect you.
The Breeze also can help arads, family or friends at home keep
up with the latest news affecting JMU and you
and it's only
a subscription away.
For more information, call our business office at 568-6596.

Wc

^HAIR DESIGN

4PRE-BREAK TAN
JMU SPECIAL

TAN
Bring your ID.
-1 Visit
$4.00
-5 Visits $17.00
-10 Visits $30.00
Call us
or come by today.

Why Rent

An Apartment
When You Can
Lease A
Condominium?

624 Hawkins St.
434-1617

L

UNFAIR JOB
ADVANTAGE:
A KINKO'S
RESUME.
Stand apart from the crowd
with a sharp-looking professional resume from Kinko s.

kinkcs
Open early Open law open »nm
1010 South Main
Next to Wampler Theatre
433-9287

You'll notice the difference. 2 & 3 Bedroom
units featuring:
Fireplaces. Ceiling Fans, Luxurious Furnishings On-site
Laundry, Free Basic Cable, and Exclusive Sr^rtiFaSittes

7VUCNOR

CALL TODAY: 434-6166
Reservations now being taken
for 80 - 87 session
Singles welcome - Roommate Locating service

Madison Manor • 1022 Blue Ridge Drive • Harrisonburg. VA 22801
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Make Fall Reservations NOW!
Come see our terrific new FOUR BEDROOM
plan for the '86-'87 year.Why share a
bedroom when you can have YOUR VERY
OWN PRIVATE BEDROOM at Hunters ffldge
Condominium. Come by our model which is
open from 2p.m.-6p.m. dally or call for an appointment 434-5150.

HUNTERS RIDGE
Student Condominiums for Sale or Lease

Compare These Features:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Range
Microwave Oven
Refrigerator with Ice Maker
Dishwasher
Disposal
Washer-Dryer in each Unit
Ceiling Fan in Living Room

Not Just
Another Housing Complex

CONDOMINIUMS
■

■

Come See the Difference in our
Student Community!

Plus
• Plush Carpeting
• Custom Decorator Mini Blinds at all Win
dows
• Vertical Blinds at Patio Doors
• Full Length Mirrored Closet Doors
• Fully Furnished with Attractive Furniture
• Catch JMU Bus at Howard Johnsons or 5
Minute Walk to Class
• Decks and Patios
• Plenty of Parking
• Storage Closets

Howard

HUNTERS
RIDGE
CONDOMINIUMS

• Roommate Locating Service Available
• Super Location - % mile from Campus
\

Developed by DMI Corp.
1201 Jamestown Road
Williamsburg, VA 23185
(804)-253-1692

Rental Office
434-5150
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viewpoint
Last picture show?

Erik Hargreaves-

Several weeks ago one of the bastions of old town Harrisonburg
finally closed its doors. It was the Virginia Theatre, and for any current
JMU student who saw a film there the experience (with the possible
exception of the prices and the denied access to the balcony) was probably the same as it was for a JMU (Madison College) student 30 years
ago.
Now, our bursting-at-the-seams institution, always on the lookout to
buy, build or expand, is considering buying that ancient establishment. But what would we do with a theater? you ask. JMU already has
a film theater, two play theaters and several auditoriums; it's not as
though we're in desperate need of another one. Well, The Breeze, in its
finite wisdom, has put together a few suggestions for its use, should
the building become part of the family.
• A downtown JMU bar. Unlike many colleges, JMU does not have
its own pub. The Virginia Theatre, with a few renovations, would be a
nice place to have a bar and an ideal place for bands to play. It's not
too far away and if the balcony opened, who knows what fun it would
be. Weird Al could play there.
• A restaurant. With Food Service constantly expanding and trying
new things, the downtown area would be a great spot for another dining option. The only problem, now that "Bytes" has been taken, is finding a catchy name for it.
• A dinner theater. This is a great way to combine several different
uses. Why should parents during summer orientation be the only ones
to experience JMU dinner theater? The Virginia Dinner Theatre might
be a nice place for students to take dates, if, in fact, JMU students do
go out on dates.
• A general construction area. The theater offers a good opportunity
for some renovation work. In fact, all the little construction projects
cluttering up the campus can be moved elsewhere to be kept busy.
That way they can't be tearing Keezell Hall and its environs to shreds
or digging huge holes around Cleveland Hall.
Whatever happens to it though, it will never be the same experience
for those who used to frequent that monument to cinema. After all,
where else can a college student consistently get carded for an
R-rated movie by an elderly ticket-taker?

Food for thought: JMU's future dining
This year the food services enacted many
changes, including eliminating the self-serve line
and the Hot Doggery, moving Salads Plus, Bytes,
O'Deli's and the Steak House, opening PC Dukes,
eliminating the contract special, introducing Lite
One and Mr. Chips, and restricting the old Salads
Plus to catering. Obvously, the food services had a
very active year, and next year they'll probably be
just as active. With that in mind, the following will
be my predictions for changes that we will see next
year:
• This will be the year that the Steak House will
finally die. Look for it to come back next year as
the Steak-Umm House, serving freshly fried
minute steaks and offering the customer a choice
of french fries or a soda. This is to keep it competitive with PC Dukes.
• In a Food Services Dinner Spectacular,
Alaskan King Crabs will be flown in from Anchorage for a four-day feast at a cost of $400,000.
Students will line up a week in advance and an
Eskimo quartet will be hired to provide musical
entertainment. Despite the long wait and the
music, all 800 students who do get in will enjoy
themselves immensely and unaminously agree that
it was worth the wait.
• Bytes will become so popular that it will have
to be moved to a smaller location.
• In a profit-maximizing move, Mr. Chips will

come under new management and replace soda
and potato chip parties run by clowns with a
plethora of new products including beer, NODOZ, birth control devices, diet pills and hard core
video cassettes.
• D-Hall will continue to offer "munchies" during exam weeks, but students will get upset at being
frisked upon leaving. D-Hall will say that this is
necessary to ensure that nobody is stealing cookies.

Guest Spot
Carl Johnson
• In an effort to reduce overcrowding, PC
Dukes will expand by introducing smaller furniture.
f Responding to a demand for hot and cold
subs, D-Hall entrance 5 will switch from the
regular menu to serving meatball, sausage and
Italian subs. The new line will be open to Harrisonburg residents and students will also be welcome,
although they won't be able to use their I.D. there.

• In a'surprise move, O'Deli's will stay the same
size.
• To make it more accessible, Salads Plus will be
moved once again, this time to the room directly
across from Mr. Chips. Because of the move,
Salads (which will become the new name) will no
longer serve chili. The old Salads Plus will be used
for catering to small groups like the local Cub
Scouts, Girl Scouts and various bowling teams. It
will also be available for rent and will become a hot
spot for Harrisonburg kids to have birthday parties.
• D-Hall will close at 7 p.m. on Friday nights
for unspecified reasons.
• p<~ Dukes, responding to attacks that the lack
of food in their specials leads to a lack of nutrition,
will start serving Geritol tablets with specials. In a
related move, D-Hall will respond to increased interest in nutrition by getting rid of the ice cream.
• D-Hall's famous local restaurant series will
continue with the spotlight falling on the C&E
Diner. D-Hall, as they have always 1>een very proficient at doing, will help create the famous local
restaurant's flavor by decorating with crud and
hiring a couple of winos to sit around.
• And finally, people will stop going to brunch.
Carl Johnson is a sophomore majoring in accounting.
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readers' forum
Campusquote
"Do you feel that JMU's residence life
policies are too liberal or not liberal
enough?"

"Right now I feel
they're not liberal
enough. The visitation in the village is
ridiculous."
Dave Thomas

sophomore
MIS
"I think they are
liberal enough
because these are the
•80s."
Marilyn Rhett
freshman
political science

"They could be more
liberal. The whole
aspect of visitation
and the times
bothered me."
Judy Snyder
senior
biology

"I think the changes
they're going to instigate next year with
Wayland and Gifford
is the direction they
ought to go."
Ingrid Henderson
senior
biology
"I don't think they
are liberal enough.
Some of the visitation
policies with the girls'
dorms are a little too
strict."
Floyd Atkins

junior

political science

Student responses in Campusquote are not
necessarily representative of the entire JMU
population.
'
Compiled by Cathy Sparkman
Photos by Ming Leong

fjjr^mguan 'freedom fighters'

U.S. is encouraging terror
To the editor:
After spending a great deal of time learning
what I could, I went to Nicaragua for two weeks
over my Christmas break. 1 want to share some
little-known facts about the "freedom Fighters"
our government supports. This is especially important now that a vote will soon be before Congress
to resume military aid to the "contras."
Fact 1: According to an April 18, 1985 Congressional study, 46 of the 48 leaders of the contras are
former Somoza National Guardsmen. These are
the men who brutally terrorized and killed many
innocent people to keep Somoza in power.
Fact 2: The manual entitled "Psychological
Operations in Guerilla Warfare," used to train the
contras, encourages tactics such as creating martyrs for the cause, hiring professional criminals,
getting people unknowingly involved in "front"
organizations and blackmailing them and submitting to the police false accusations against those
reluctant to join the cause.
Fact 3: According to testimony submitted to the
World Court on Sept. 5, 1985 by former contra
leader Edgar Chomerro, the CIA encouraged terrorizing civilians and the brutal rapes, murders and

mutilations of individuals.
Fact 4: By funding the contras and encouraging
their present activities, we are breaking many U.S.
and international laws including the Boland
Amendment, the President's Executive Order of
Dec. 4, 1981, and Convention IV Relative to the
Protection of Civilian Persons in Time of War, Article 51, Geneva, Aug. 12, 1949.
These are only a few of the many facts showing
that the tactics used by the contras are the same as
those used by the state-sponsored terrorists our
government condemns. I've written this letter to
urge you to write your senators and representatives
to find a more just and humane way to react to the
situation in Nicaragua and to help bring peace to a
people desperately trying to survive. Your letters
can make a difference and may help save the lives
of many people.
Please join me in trying to make our government
live up to the ideals of freedom, justice, dignity
and self-determination that it professes.
Ruth Anne Young
senior
communication arts

IHC visitation bill distorted
To the editor
I want Co correct a few mistakes and misleading
statements made in The Breeze's Feb. 6 article
"Visitation Hours Might Be Extended."
I must emphasize that Inter-Hall Council's proposal is not final. It is only a statement of
preference for one of the many proposals suggested to us. Any proposal must be approved by
,the Office of Residence Life, Dr. Carrier and the
'Board of Visitors before it becomes policy.
The Office of Residence Life recently released a
proposal advocating the changing of a majority of
the dormitories to seven-day visitation while
restricting the remainder to four day. The IHC bill
is a statement of support for this proposal with
recommendation for one change: continuing
White Hall's seven-day visitation policy rather
than making it four-day as originally suggested.
This would leave Garber, Frederickson, Converse,
Howard Johnson's and Wine-Price as four-day
halls.
The section of the article dealing with the Gifford and Wayland in-hall sign ups is also

misleading. As the bill proposes, Gifford and
Wayland residents would have on the first night-of
sign ups the opportunity to keep their present
room or sign up for the corresponding room in the
opposite dorm if their room is designated for the
opposite sex.
On the first night of sign ups, a Gifford or
Wayland resident may if they wish move to
another room, in their present dorm so long as it is
open and correctly designated. On the second
night, the residents can move to any room in the
opposite dorm so long as it is open and designated
for their sex or move to another single-sex dorm
with priority over the regular self-selection process.
Hopefully I have cleared up any questions thar
may-have arisen. Anyone with more questions or
feedback can contact the IHC office in the campus
center basement.
Jon Burr
chairman
IHC current issues committee

Was killer really 'born again?'
To the editor:
On Jan. 30, The Breeze printed a headline in the
state news section ("Born-again Christian Confesses to Murder") that causes confusion and
might misrepresent the actual story.
After reading this article, I was not sure if Geoffrey Alan Ward committed the murder before or
after he became a born-again Christian. There is a
major difference in these two interpretations.
If he confessed to the murder before becoming a
born-again Christian and then confessed to his
crime, this shows he is a real Christian. If this is
true then the article discredits the Christian faith.
However, if he said he committed the crime after

he became a Christian, I seriously doubt he really
is a Christian. Could you please clear this article by
printing an article that clearly tells the readers what
really happened?
Paul Pepin
freshman
pre-nursing
Editor's note: Because stories such as the one on
Geoffrey Alan Ward are provided by the
Associated Press wire service, The Breeze has
limited control over the wording.
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Election workers claim false count
MANILA, Philippines (AP) — Thirty computer operators marched out of the government's election commission Sunday, claiming
the ballot-counting that showed President Ferdinand E. Marcos defeating Corazon Aquino
was falsified.
An international observer group, meanwhile,
accused Marcos' partisans on Sunday of votebuying, intimidation, snatching ballot boxes
and tampering with election returns in Friday's
special presidential election.
The computer operators wept on each others'
shoulders after parading single file out of the

Haitians celebrate
end off repression

L-

PORT-AU-PRINCE, Haiti (AP) — Haitians
celebrated the end of 28 years of repressive rule
with looting, parades and revenge killings
Saturday.
Soldiers of the new ruling council disarmed
and also protected the hated private militiamen
of deposed President Jean-Claude Duvalier.
Associated Press reporter Art Candell saw at
least 100 bodies stacked in a sweltering,
unrefrigerated morgue at the General Hospital.
He was unable to tell how they died or when
they were brought to the hospital.
Most of the victims were believed to be Tonton Macoutes, the private army set up by
Duvalier's father, Francois, to stifle dissent.
When Francois Duvalier died in 1971, JeanClaude, at the age of 19, inherited the militia,
the title "president-for-life," and the nearabsolute power he held for 15 years in the
western hemisphere's poorest country.
He gave it all up Friday, fleeing his Caribbean
island nation with his family and 20 guards and .
aides in a U.S. Air Force plane for a temporary
refuge in France.

Marcos-appointed commission's counting
center.
"There was something wrong," a woman
operator explained. "What's posted on the
tabulation board does not tally with the computer board, and we don't know who is d,oing it.
We can't take it any more."
The woman, who refused to give her name,
told The Associated Press that workers spotted
the problem Saturday night when Aquino was
leading in the commissin's count by 100,000
votes. By midday Sunday, Marcos had taken
over the lead.

Castro will leave
troops in Angola
HAVANNA (AP) — President Fidel Gastrd
says that 33,000 Cuban troops in Angola will
stay there until South Africa dismantles apartheid.
He also says that Cuba will increase its aid to
Nicaragua if Congress approves President
Reagan's request for more aid to anti-Marxist
Nicaraguan rebels.
In a speech to the closing session Friday night
of the Third Congress of the Cuban Communist^
Party, Castro suggested that some Cuban'
troops would be withdrawn from Angola if independence and black majority rule are granted
to South-West Africa, or Namibia, now governed by South Africa.
t •
Castro also said that if the United States invades Nicaragua, combatants from throughout
Latin America would join in the struggle to defend Nicaragua's leftist Sandinista government.
Castro's comments were in response to •
Reagan's State of the Union address Tuesday
'night in which he promised assistance to rebel
/ forces in both Angola and Nicaragua and to
"freedom fighters" elsewhere.

A statement by an international observer
group read by former President Miseal Pastrana
of Colombia, said: "We saw many instances of
vote-buying, .attempts at intimidation, snatching of ballot boxes and tampered election
returns." It said many voters, particularly in
Manila, where Aquino was heavily favored,
found their names were not on registration lists.
Aquino, S3, widow of assassinated opposition leader Benigno Aquino, appeared at
Masses in her honor. "We will pass through the
barrage of lies to win this election," she said.

Winnie Mandela says
husband to be released
JOHANNESBURG, South Africa (AP) —
Winnie Mandela said Sunday her imprisoned
husband Nelson Mandela, inspirational leader
of South African blacks, will be released, but
she did not know when.
Mrs. Mandela, who has emerged in recent
months as an anti-apartheid leader in her own
right, was besieged by journalists at Johannesburg's Jan Smuts Airport after she flew in
from visiting her husband at Cape Town.
It did not appear that the 67-year-old guerrilla leader, who has been serving a life sentence
since 1964 for plotting sabotage, would be freed
for days, at least.
"When one is released from prison, one goes
home," Mrs. Mandela said, apparently trying
to quell rumors Mandela might be forced into
exile in Lusaka, Zambia, where his outlawed
African National Congress guerrilla force has
its southern Africa regional office.
Despite Mandela's years in prison, he endures
as the foremost leader of South Africa's increasingly militant blacks.

by the way
Lionel Richie, manager part ... truly
LOS ANGELES (AP) - Both singer Lionel
Richie and his manager seem to be following the
lament of the pop star's Grammy-winning
album "Can't Slow Down."
Ken Kragen, Richie's personal manager, said
he and the singer have parted ways because "I
have one of the most demanding projects I have
ever undertaken, 'Hands Across America,*
coming to fruition May 25."

Ron in skivvies
wows 'SNL' crowd

He said the fund-raising project "literally
takes as much time as a dozen management
clients. Lionel has a new album and the planning of a world tour coming in the same time
frame. The load is more than I, and my firm,
can handle in a manner that's fair to Lionel."
Richie, whose "Can't Slow Down" sold 8
million copies, is under pressure from the
Motown label to complete his next album,
NEW YORK (AP) - When Ron Reagan jr.
asked the "Saturday Night Live" audience
whether they thought he was picked to host the
comedy show because he is a contributing editor
of Playboy magazine, the crowd responded with
light applause.
But when he asked how many thought he was
asked to host the NBC show because his father
is president of the United States, the response
was wild yells and whistles.

which originally had been planned for
Christmas release. The singer has set aside this
month for studio work and was unavailable for
comment Friday.
Richie was instrumental in organizing
Kragen's USA for Africa charity effort, including co-writing with Michael Jackson "We
are The World," recorded a year ago by 45 pop
stars.
Reagan opened Saturday's show by dancing
in his briefs while playing a broom like a guitar
'" n v from the movie *,Risky Business."
ine skit had the son of President Reagan
romping through the White House in his
underwear and shirttails, just after his parents
-Randy Quaid as the president and Terry
ag u
fZTr
'" <£
from Camp
David.
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nation
Divers intensify seach for shuttle wreckage
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. (AP) — Initial
attempts to locate an explosive satellite booster
rocket spotted underwater by sonar failed, and
Navy divers intensified their offshore search
Sunday for wreckage of the space shuttle
Challenger.
The 32,000-pound booster, composed of two
solid-fuel, rocket motors, was believed to be in

Pilot Chuck Yeager
sets another record
NEW YORK (AP) — Legendary pilot Chuck
"Yeager has a new item to add to his string of
laurels: He shattered a record Saturday for
coast-to-coast flight for one class of turboprop
plane, racing from Burbank, Calif., to New
York in five hours and 23 minutes.
Yeager, the first man to break the sound barrier, bettered by more than an hour the previous
record of 6 hours and 28 minutes, set about a
year ago, said Joe Ponte, manager of press relations for Piper Aircraft Corp., which sponsored
the flight.
Yeager, the crack test pilot profiled in the
book and film "The Right Stuff," said he never
had any doubts that he would break the old
record.

an area 18 miles northeast of the launch site,
where parts of the shuttle's crew compartment,
one of its two solid fuel rocket boosters and
other debris have been reported.

Sunday, said Navy spokesman Cmdr. Arthur E.
Norton.

"There is plenty of material out there, but
they have found nothing indentifiable" in dives
100 to 120 feet down late Saturday and early

Norton said the 22 divers aboard the Navy
salvage ship USS Preserver concentrated their
efforts Sunday in a zone where "good sonar images" showed the 10-17 foot "inertial upper
stage" rocket was resting on the ocean bottom.

"We took a look at the winds and knew it
would be a piece of cake," Yeager said in a
telephone interview.
"You don't have feelings when you fly an
airplane, you just have a lot of fun," he added.

Contamination discovery
leads to FDA inquiry
BIRMINGHAM, Ala. (AP) — Bacteria contamination was found in a solution used in
treatment of kidney dialysis patients at two Birmingham hospitals, and the Food and Drug Administration wants an explanation from the
Virginia company that produced the solution.
A spokesman for the FDA told The Birmingham News that the agency last month sent a
letter to the Bicarbolyte Corp. of Charlottesville, Va. asking that the firm respond to a
plant inspection showing violations of the
government's drug manufacturing standards.
Bicarbolyte makes a solution used in kidney
dialysis machines to help filter body wastes and
poisons from the blood of patients whose
kidneys are too diseased or damaged to properly
perform the function.

Marilyn Klinghoffer
dies of cancer at 58
NEW YORK (AP) — Marilyn Klinghoffer,
the widow of Leon Klinghoffer who was killed
by terrorists on the cruise ship Achille Lauro,
died Sunday of cancer. She was 58.
Mrs. Klinghoffer had been in the hospital for
about two weeks, a family spokeswoman said.
Mr. and Mrs. Klinghoffer were aboard the
Italian ship when it was hijacked by Palestinian
terrorists Oct. 7. Klinghoffer, who had suffered
a stroke and was confined to a wheelchair, was
shot and his body tossed into the Mediterranean
Sea.

Fw and tell for your
Valentine!
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10% Off All Winter
Needs For Your Car

Delivery Special ~

Windshield Washer Solvent
De-icers
Fuel Conditioners
I
Tire Chains
Antjfreeze
Ice Scrapers
60 East Rock St.
434-4418
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THE DOWNTOWN HALLMARK STORE

LLOYD'S
HALLMARK JL+.
jMVjl

'Party In Sunny"
Florida during
your Spring
Break

3uu one. $et o«e fa* -5-f:30am.
witk t&U coupon /

JMU SPRING BREAK
PARTY '86
Trips available to:

800-5428003 Virginia Toll Free
.__ __,

-. .
^-$139.00 Off the "strip"
rl. Lauderdale S- $189.00 on the "strip"
Key West
$149.00

Daytona Beach
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DELIVER ONI off cmwl FRAM U A.M.
l'50AM. 4 Tit. 7. A.M. ON W££K£NDS //

433-8537
••••••••••••••••••«

7a S Mlin Street •434-5876

$119.00

All trips 7 nights, 8 days
BUSES AVAILABLE TO DAYTONA & LAUDERDALE
Contact: Any member of Sigma Phi
Epsilon x74611
or Anna Walker x4388

Sponsored by Sigma Phi Epsilon &
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INTRODUCES HARRISONBURG'S FIRST

Rock 'n' Roll Delivery
433-0606
Lunch Buffet Everyday
Half Price Pizza Tuesday 4 to 11 p.m.
Pizza Happy Hour Thursday 4 to 8 p.m.
Two Widescreen T.V.'s
Private Party Room
Group Reservation Discounts
Enter the pizza sweepstakes
Prizes awarded weekly!!
m

Congratulations to Joe Craig and John Frame, winners of a ^^iQjr^ pizza; Beth
Windle, winner of an ?"bum from
R.com>#Cownm
; and Teresa Springer, winner of a $5
gift certificate from ^ffjSsgj

PIZZA

GET OFF WITH A
I Dinner Special ■- Dinner Special .

r

Ml

iiti-

Dinner Special | Dinner Special 1 | Dinner Special |

I1SIIIIIVI «|i«vrai|

Medium 1 Topping' .Large
■ Medium 1 Topping'l Medium 1 Topping I
Large 1 ToppingTopping
Large 1 Topping -_ Large
Pizza
_
I
Pizza
■ Pizza
I
Pizza
..
Pizza
Plus 2 Free Cokes I ■ Plus 4 Free Cokes .
Plus 2 Free Cokes II Plus 2 Free Cokes |
Plus 4 Free Cokes .
(Reg. crust only)
_ (Reg. crust only) _
_ (Reg. crust only) _
(Reg. crust only) |
(Reg. crust only)

$6.50
I■With coupon,
—— Expires "■
■

5-31-86

$6.50

With coupon, Expires
5-31-86

I

$6.50
»,..«.■'-

Iwith coupon, Expires
|
5-31-86

|

*5l5°
With coupon. Expires
5-31*6

,,

$8.50
With coupon, Expires
5-31-86

|

Dinner Special ■
Large

1

Topping 1

Pizza

m

Plus 4 Free Cokes I
(Reg. crust only) _

$8.50
WMNIU

With coupon, Expires
5:31 86

